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• CONFIDENTIAL

When I was lunching with Cabot Lodge

on October 26, he spoke about the Egyptian

negotiations. He said that Mr. Dulles had told

him that he thought the negotiations would break

clown on the question of uniform.

I explained our vie\vs on this question.

Mr. Lodge said that he entirely agreed. I then

said that \ve had had some doubts as to whether

we had convinced Mr. Dulles on this subject.

Mr. Lodge replied that Mr. Dulles had not given •

him any reason to think that he disagreed with us,

(Selwyn Lloyd)
29th October, 1955

African Department (to enter)

Copies to:

Secretary of State

Sir V/illisin Strang

Mr. R. Allen
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CONFIDMTIMi

October 28. 1953

I enclose a copy of a letter

addressed to the Prime Minister by

Mr. Douglas Dodds Parker, M.P., which

Sir Winston Churchill would like Mr.

Eden to see.

G.A.E. Shuckburgh, Esq., C.M.G.,
Foreign Office,
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COPY House of Commons,
S.W. 1.

October 26, 1953.

My dear Prime Minister, ^ (^o3

I am most deeply disturbed by the position in
the Canal Zone - on April 22nd last, some of my
colleagues and I addressed to you a letter, in which
we ventured to set out what we considered the
minimum terms we could accept in any agreement with
Egypt.

From what I understood at the end of the
meeting.on v/ednesday, 21st October, the United
Kingdom will agree to leave the base completely at
the end of a stated period of years. Such agreement
would not fulfil the minimum conditions, which I
still venture to think are essential.

Should present negotiations break down,
however. I believe there are only two courses open to •
the United Kingdom: a) to reoccupy all Egypt or
b) to abandon the Canal base by a phased withdrawal.
Either of these two courses, even if practicable,
would, in my opinion, be even worse than an agreement
to withdraw completely by a stated date.

After the deepest consideration I feel I could
support such agreement only if determined action were
taken at once to counteract the loss of power and
prestige wliich will result in the Middle East and at
home.

Such action should, in my opinion include:

a) The appointment of an individual of
international reputation, known to have
direct access to you, as head of the
British Middle East Office, as you

Vjrf
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maintained during the V/ar. Today
unequalled opportunities exist for
turning events to our advantage.

b) The establishment of this office on
the nearest British soil - preferably
in Cyprus.

c) The appointment of a special Minister,
if only for the next two years, to
concentrate on the urgent problem of the
Middle East, for example, vine
redeployment of British forces: the oil
protectorates: bases in the Persian
Gulf: and Iraq: Cyprus: the Sudan after
the elections.

Any such appointments, if announced before any
agreement with Egypt, would be doubly effective.

Yours sincerely,

(Sgd.) DOUGLAS DODDS PARKER.

The Rt. Hon. Sir Y/inston Churchill, K.G., O.M., C.H.,
D.L., M.P. ,
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PERSONAL
SECRET
GUARD

BRITISH EMBASSY

CAIRO

October 28, 1953.

*rv I

th- ^!/OU*.pM0bably know«WQ have regular meetings here of
the heads of Commonwealth missions to discuss current affairs
?,oQ«s i 4 ?®ftine8 was held yesterday and was I thought
useful in giving us a slightly different angle on negotiations
A?,O+ ?-,Very.J,

m?Ch closer contact with McLure-Smith, the
Australian Minister, but the Commonwealth colleagues as a
whole are for obvious reasons not being given any detailed
information about the points at issue.

2. Tayyeb Husain, the Pakistan Charge d'Affaires, who is
usually well informed, expressed the firm conviction that the
reason for the present impasse was that the Egyptians were
! ii F6061^1^ from the Americans the impression that H.M.G.
could be pushed yet further. He was quite sure that no
settlement would be reached while this impression persisted.

J The south African then capped this by saying that he had
information, which he considered absolutely accurate, to the
effect that, even when Caffery went to the Egyptians with
instructions from the State Department to support H.M.G.'s
attitude, a junior member of his staff continued to give the
impression to members of the committee and others that the
Egyptians could get what they wanted if they pushed the
??ii™ S i1^16 fupther still. He told me the name of this
officer and I was not surprised to learn that it was the
person of whom I wrote about as long ago as last March (see
my secret and personal letter to you of March 19). ,r 0 4

3. I think this may be of general interest to you in the
.+ no,«. *., 14Q9 and poreign offtoa telegrame to

n»iiHa.hto^.
•̂..̂ Jjntally'Vanlkkap'B view was that the Egyptians

would in the end give way but not without a further show of
fight for it, which he thought was largely face. This may
hLehhaaa?n no* i* 'ft1 ̂  J?ite * fi t̂, and our opinfoS *
1491 naL R y altered fom what we said in Cairo telegram

Creswell)

R. Allen, Esq., G.M.G.,
Foreign Office,

LONDON S.W.I.
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(1050/2V53 (Q))

CONFIDENTIAL

Office of the United Kingdom
Trade Commissioner,

KHARTOUM*

28th October, 1953.

Foreign Office telegram No. 8? of the 2/4th October
about publicity in the event, of the announcement of an
agreement on the Canal Base.

20 You will have understood from the absence of
a further telegram from me that we can think of nothing
to add to this admirable statement of arguments which we
shall use to the best of our ability.

3. I am sure that you will equally understand that the
Anglo-Egypt!an "negotiations" on this subject are regarded
here not as negotiations designed to promote co-operation
in the defence of the Middle East but as a struggle and a
trial of strength. The simple issue for these people is that
the Egyptians want us out while \ve want to stay. The
Egyptians have been trying to eject us ever since Abbaa Hilmi
first began to stand up to Cromer and indeed ever since Arabia
time; and when they at last succeed it will be a triumph
in Sudanese no less than in Tjgyptian eyes. The way will then
be clear to concentrate on the second objective of Egyptian
policy which she has also pursued with remarkable tenacity and
consistency during the last 50 years, i.e. to eject us from
the Sudan and to recover her paramount position here.

1|. I apologise for repeating the obvious but I gather
that Kenrick's telegram No. 539,-.even allowing for its
exaggerated language, came as a novel idea to some at home.

(D.M.H, Riches)

W. Morris, Esq.,
African Department,

Foreign Office,
S.W.I.
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EGYPT: DEFENCE NEGOTIATIONS

Availability Clause

The Egyptians will not agree to make the Canal Zone "base
tb

available in the event of a /threat to the peace, a "breach of

the peace, or. act of aggression. They would, on the other

hand, agree to immediate "bilateral consultation with a view

to reactivation of the base in almost any circumstances.

2. Before we "break our negotiations on this point, it

may "be worth considering the relative advantages and
t

disadvantages, from our point of view, of the alternative .

courses of making availablility (a) subject to a sĴ Ĥ**-

recommendation of the United Nations, or (b) subject to

immediate consultation with the Egyptians.

3. The advantage of a United Nations clause is that it

links our relationship with Egypt to the wider responsibilities i

for maintaining the peace of the United Nations Organisation. <
i

If such a link were incorporated in an agreement, it would j

enable us to appeal to the United Nations so as to secure

reactivation of the base in the interests of the free world.

We should have a clear answer to those who raised the cry of»
H imperialism". Moreover, in the event of a break in our

negotiations on this issue, we could show in our publicity

how disinterested we have been in our attempts to secure

agreement and how unreasonable the Egyptians have been.

U. On the other hand, nobody could claim that the United

Nations clause is in practice likely to make the base

available quickly in the event of a major war. Before the

base could be made available, it would be necessary to
. V*

organise:

/U)
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(l)̂ a~request for a meeting of the General Assembly in

accordance with the terms of the "uniting for

peace" resolutions of 1950, i.e. "by seven members

of the Security Council or by a majority of the

Member States;

(ii) a majority vote in the General Assembly for a

resolution requesting Egypt to make the "base

available;

(iii) compliance "by Egypt with the resolution.

5. There is obviously endless scope fpr delay and

filibustering in the second of the three processes listed

above. Even if the United Nations General Assembly were to

pass a resolution of this sort, Egypt would only be under a

moral obligation towards the United Nations to accept its

request, if she chose to denounce her specific obligation

towards ourselves. There would be particular difficulty in

obtaining the passage of a resolution of this sort, if Egypt

herself were opposed to it. In any case, it is hard to

imagine the passage of the resolution without some form of

consultation in regard to its drafting, not only between

ourselves and Egypt, but also between Egypt and most of the

other Member States.

6. One must therefore have some fellow-feeling for the

Egyptian Minister for Foreign Affairs when he says that he

doubts whether the United Nations General Assembly is a

sufficiently responsible body to trust with a strategic

decision of this sort. Mr. Fawzi has had first-hand

experience of the United Nations at work, and knows as well

as anybody how irresponsibly it can act upon occasion.

There is no clear answer by us to the Egyptian question why,

if we will accept all the consultation necessary to obtain

the passage of a United Nations resolution, we will not accept

a simple bilateral consultation between Egypt and ourselves
•
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7. The disadvantage of a clause in the agreement under

which there would be immediate consultation, with a view to

making the base available in the event of a major war, is

largely a matter of presentation. In conceding dependence

upon a United Nations resolution, we have in practice, even

though it may not appear so on the surface, conceded

consultation. If we now stated that we would agree to a

clause under which Egypt and ourselves would enter into

immediate consultation with a view to making the base

available in the event of a threat to peace, a breach of the \
\

peace, or act of aggression, we should in fact cut out the

tiresome process of organising the passage of a specific

resolution by the United Nations, and at the same time

possibly secure the removal of the last stumbling block in the

way of agreement between the Egyptians and ourselves*

8. If we must bring the United Nations into it, we could

have a clause binding Egypt and ourselves to immediate

consultation in the event of a decision by the United Nations

that there existed a state of affairs which constituted a

threat to the peace, a breach of the peace, or act of

aggression. This would provide us with the advantage of the

link between our responsibilities and those of the United.

Nations Organisation and at the same time get away from the

dangerous dependence upon a specific resolution by the United

Nations General Assembly.

October 28, 1953 j
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PBL38. = EGYPTIANS TO CONFISCATE - ALL ISRAELI GOODS PASSING

THROUGH SUEZ CANAL. = '. ? . • , . . ' ̂ .>>C'

C C A I R O RADIO I N HE3REW3 - THE M I N I S T R Y OF "JUSTICE HAS DECIDED

TO ISSUE A NEW LEGAL ORDER FOR THE CONFISCATION OF ALL IMPORTS AND

EXPORTS OF THE TEL-AVIV GOVERNMENT PASSING THROUGH THE SUEZ CANAL.

E X I S T I N G LEGISLATION ALLOWED FOR THE CONFISCATION OF MILITARY '

EQUIPMENT DESTINED FOR OOCCUPIED PALESTINE. THE NEW ORDER IS N

LINE W I T H THE NEED TO IMPOSE AN ECONOMIC BOYCOTT OF THE TEL A V I V

GOVERNMENT.

END BBC MOM.1733 27/10. IB.

%^J^ >.
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GONyiDKIlTIAL I3RASL; ANGLO/aG^PTIAN NEGOTIATIONS

liote for tfee Secretary of State's
' talk witn the Israeli Ambassador

The Israeli Ambassador handed Sir William Strang a

Flag A memorandum on October 1U. In this llote the Ambassador

expressed concern: -

(a) that Qn agreement between us and Egypt "by ' '

producing a radical change in the balance of

i'orces as between Israel and Egypt may do

violence to one of the basic principles laid

down (in the Three Power declaration) on" ,

wiay 25, 1950V;

(b) that we mi^ht ;niss the unique opportunity

offered by our general settlement with Egypt

of binding Egypt to a faithful compliance

with the Security Council's decision of

September 1, 1951 under which Egypt was

asked to allow free passage of cargoes in

transit to or from Israel.

Flag B 2. on October 30 we answered the Note saying that we would

keep the considerations raised in mind. In regard to

(a) above, Her Majes ty 's Government fully intended to

take such action aa might lie in their power to fulfil the

Three Fovjer declaration of May 25, 1950. We hoped that

a settlement with E£ypt would eventually conduce to a

greater degree of stability in the Middle East and

consequently to the maintenance of peace in that area.

JVe avoided reference to (b) ^above, but it has been made

clear to the Israeli Ambassador that Her Majesty's

Government could not make observance of the Security's

Council 'a resolution of September 1, 1951 a condition of

our settlement with Egypt. If we were to accept that,
i

it/



It would be hopeless to expect to get any agreement at all.

3. We may expect further representations from the Israeli

Government to concentrate on the Suez Canal point. The

3. B.C. Monitoring Service heard Cairo Hadio announce in their Flag C
«

Hebrew broadcast on October 27 that a new order had been
A \issued by the Egyptian Government for the confixcation of all

imports and exports of the Israeli Government passing through

the Suez Canal. JVe have not so far receive^ any report

confirming that this new order haa been put into effect.

November 2, 1933.
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To take the first of Mr. Alport's points, the

Department have always thought the uniform of technicians

a bad subject on which to break off our negotiations with

the Egyptians. It is not one on which we could expect

much sympathy from the outside world. On the other

hand, we have never accepted the Egyptian argument that

if we forced through an agreement Containing provision for
• \

the continued wearing of British uniform in the Canal Zone,

we should be giving a lever to Egyptians who wanted to

continue anti-British activities. If anti-British

agitation goes on being a political asset for Egyptian

politicians after a new agreement with us, then there will

be plenty of other things apart fro.ti uniforms to agitate

about - for example, the very presence of British technicians

in the Canal iijne, the ̂presence of British officials in the

Sudan, and so on.

2. It is hard to see what Mr. Alport means when he talks

about "the revival of a Levant Service". If he means the

old Levant Consular Service, it would have very different

functions from that of maintaining the Canal Zone Base.

;It would also not be possible to recruit the maintenance

personnel for the Base from the Sudan, since the personnel

\would be largely members of the Armed Forces. % '

3. It is hard to see how there could be one Service for

British personnel serving in various non-diplomatic

capacities in the Canal kjone and in the other countries

mentioned. But perhaps Wr. Alport means that there should

be some special unit of the three Armed Services which would
« •

be called "Levant Service" and would have special

distinguishing marks on its uniform. If this is what he

means, the matter .night be referred to the Service Departments;

they/

•.5
j!

1

\



they have never objected to men serving in the Canal Zone

wearing e distinguishing flash on their shoulders.

U. It is not for this Department to comnent on the

connexion between such a Levant Service and the proposed

Co.nrncnwealth Service, but it looks as if Mr. Alport has

not thought this out properly. The Parliamentary Office

may 'wish him to come and discuss it further with them.

5. A draft answer is attached referring only to the first

point raised.

OCt.nhftT ?0 . 1953
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uni form the British cri.se v/ i l i be very gravely
'•/eskpren. I Plso b3ll*ve tii?t a concession In
tills ir,i,tr;r by na v/onld maKe it easier Tor the
iv,: Xi'tians to accept onr cleinands on ttie point of
avai labi l i ty . ' -

i'.'t. Hon. Anthony
Foreign O f f i c e ,
•3 .T.I.

:•; r> U P ' " ! ' • ' • • .L.'I • ' _ • • , I1, i . C « , :
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or tu« ri;;:n
(.'.-.! nn l /.one
ciusion of

1 spoke to rou i,?st i'hurKdav about tnefquestlon
oi' i-.-ritish technicians remaining in the

1,0 yyppr uniform. l believe that the In-
thlP proviso in trie negotiations is an
,Tn the lonp.; nui it '•vill continue the basis

oi' aisarreirr.etit between ourselves and the Egyptians !
in circumstances ^hich will make' it almost impossible !
for us to !-ive to British subjects any real measure of j
protection. it v/ill appear outside this country j
simply as a fsce-fiaver and a sop to certain elements ;
in the party who are opposed in principle to any agree-j
merit. • \ • «

, •: i
i believe thf?t there are, on the other hand, very.\

stron.j.'1 ari'innents in favour of the revival of a Levant I
Service t̂  r-hich C°nal maintenance personnel,arid indeed}
many other c?tep;ories serving in official and semi- .{
official employment in middl_e___eastern coimtries, could j
be enrolled. For instance', those "remaining on in the j
Sudan after self-deterrnlnntion ^ould form part of this :;
Service. ""e rniPht also find them $Crtvfirig in Libya, :j
Trans-Jordan., Ir<?q, i--nrsia and Turkey. They would ' j

o"/n service uniform. They would be sub- j
Army, Navy andxAir Force]

seconded to the Levant i
ji- 'Ct to codes of discipline.
individuals or uni ts could be
tier-vice for special purposes.

In due course r/hen, r.s 1 hope j the Commonwealth
Service is instituted, this Levant Service might quite
easily become a branch of it. fly first paragraph is
^eraaus over-irauk but i feel -very strongly that if
negotiations in Cairo break clown over the question of

Continued.
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November 6, 1955*

X havo givea oareful thought to the

raiaed in your loiter of Oetober 27.
I not a your vie* that the Uaue of uniform

alone would fee a bad point upon whioh to break off

our negotiations with the Egyptians. There are* of
eourae, other outstanding nattera, notably the
condition* under which the Baae could be reaetiTtted*

and, aa you know, the negotiation are at the tt»ent

in a atate of suspended animation. But I an grateful

to you for the ideaa which you outline. 1 fear that
if after the oonaluaion of a now agreement Egyptian

politicians wont excuaoa for anti-Brltiah argument »

they nlll bo able to find thora evon v Ithout too

aueatlon of uniform.

/I am not
\

O.J, MoO. Alport, Baa«»
T.D., M.?,
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I im not sura that I quite unaertttz*

your proposal of reflring a L*rant Bervioo.

but you may o«i* to derelop thla furthor.

c «•»

fir



(1010/S07/53G) VplpV BRITISH EMBASSY,

SECRET CAIRO.

October 27, 1953.

/
Please refer to your letter No. JE 1192A55G of

October 9 L'lving your comments on the main part of
our clraft A{":r̂ einent.

2. It is obviously much too early for any final
vfordiri^;, but there are e number of points which I
think it worth making et this stage. The references
below are to the articles of your second draft.

3« We are not convinced that articles 6 end 7
an improvement. Article 6 seems to be open to much
the srjiie objection which you raised t;;alnst our
original article 3- It merely states, an existing
fact and does not ley obligations on either side.
We thought that this defect wos leso obvious in our
original article 14-. We thought it necessary to put
in the first sentence of that article in order to
lead into the provisions dealing with the coordination
of air defence and technical assistance.

!|. Perhaps on the whole it might be more acceptable
to the Egyptians if these two articles are redrafted
into e single article on the following lines:

.2)

"6. The responsibility for the local
defence of the Base as of ell Egyptian
territory rests with the Egyptian Government.
Since the effective defence of Egypt from
sir attack depends upon coordination in peace
with the air defence arrangements made by
other friendly powers the United Kingdom
Government undertakes to consider sympathetically
such requests for cooperation end for technical
assistance for this purpose as the Egyptian
Government rnpy .:iske from time to time."

(You vill note thr.t re hcve left out the word "advice"
ss tills la surely included under the term "technical
assistance".)

5. VJe agree that article 1 Diving the definitions
vill be most important, but it will be impossible to
drr.ft it in anything like fin&l form until much more
of the Agreement itself has been settled. The
definition of the br.se or bcse crea myy be difficult.
It insy well be impossible to hrve e- geogrrphical"
definition in the sense of drawing e line around all
the installations' and saying that everything inside it

/ J» D •••••

E. B. Boothby, Esq.. Boothby, Esq.,
African Department,

Foreign Office,
London, S.W.I*
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is the bese aree. This would include Suez and Port
Said anion^ other Egyptian towns end villages. » We
shell probably have to start discussion on this point
by f incline out what reo^raphlcfil authority the
'.Egyptians are goin^ to ^i.ve their bese commander and ,
acting accordingly. \.'e may well find that the base
or base area will have to consist only of the
installations theaiselvee end cannot include all the
territory between the installations' but we will
certainly vratch your point tnd ensure drafting which
does not deprive British personnel of their status.

6. VJe wonder whether there is
paragraph (ii i) of your coment
view "is that " installations"
ovmed equipment end not merely specialised

o misprint in sub
on definitions. Our

must exclude all British
equipment
have inIndeed, the very first definition which we

mind is one providing that the base will consist of
the installations .and exclude the equipment contained
in them. We are proposing to define British equipment
&.s all movable property, whether or not of a warlike
nature, belonging to Her Majes ty ' s Government.
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Draft, letter
to Ur. Pr ince ,
Min i s t ry of

Defence,

f r oni

Mr. Mackworth
Young.

1
M

X

z

I
0

u

I

opies to

Brigadier Baker
M a j o r Cochrane
Sir D. Hoaeivay
tfr. Cats,
Ur. .Vay
»lr. Hall

Office.

Air Vic

51—4800

oir F. Sandford,
ilr. Or.ne,
Ur.
Ur . Ga ry ,
„!!•. ulelville, -ft.
Marshall Jordan
Air

Urouo Capta in
Y/ill iams,

Air min i s t ry .

Commander Talbot
Lirnith

i'. 3hav»yer,
Admiralty.

H.

^ ^~~I enclose a letter from Her Majesty's

Embassy in Cairo in answer to Boothby'a I

letter of October 9 (JE 119VU55G.) to Her j

Majesty's Charge d'Affaires, commenting on

the delegation's draft text of the main

part of the iJefence Agreement. In this

letter Her Majesty's Minister makes three

points:

(a) He does not like our redraft of

the original Article \\ and proposes

a further redraft.

(b) He appreciates the Importance of ^

ensuring that our "technicians"

should not be deprived of such status

as they ioay have at their place of.
» ,

work , when in their living quarters,

or in transit between their living

quarters and place of work.v He

doubts, however, whether this at

best can be done by having a wide '.,' i

definition of the term "installations". *

(c) He disputes our view that "installations'

should include specialised equipment.

2. As regards (a), we are inclined to

accept tor. Oreswell's redraft of the

Uth Article (Articles 6 and ? in our

i<̂revised draft). iVe could clearly not get

the Egyptians to agree to any'form of worda

which might coninit them to accepting such ;

advice and assistance in the field of air

defence as we might wish to give them.

The best we could hope for is to secure, in

the text of the Agreement, a tacit admission

that the effective air defence of Egypt

depends/
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depends upon adequate co-ordination in peace with

the ait defence systems of other friendly

countries- joined to an offer on our part to

consider sympathetically such requests aa

the Egyptians mi^ht make for our assistance *

in this field. blr. Creswell's redraft does

this in the neatest possible way. The

admission we require, instead of being introduced

by the somewhat categorical expression

"the contracting parties recognise" is now

introduced merely by the conjunction "since".

This will make the phrase much easier for the

Egyptians to swallow. The amendment also makes

this part of the clause follow on well from

the first sentence (Article 6 of our revised

draft) so that it no longer seems necessary to

keep this sentence in a separate Article.

Subject to your views and to those of the

Service Departments, we would propose to

accept the Embassy's redraft.

3. Me feel we should leave (b) to the

delegation. They have taken our point and

will no doubt cover it as best they can,

U. As regards (c), Ur. Oreswell seems to have

made a sound point. If equipment «wrtS — ft>*^ '

specialised equipment—is to be included in the

definition of "installotions", it will be

difficult to arrange that we shall be entitled

to remove it at will from Egypt. The object

of the Air Ministry's amendment was^as you will

remember jto ensure that this ij.ear should remain
C»»vfcv*C K^ t̂ »**- lAvtxU<xtuvLr tvkvlk <*rt t WC-Kv

under our[management and not have to be handed

over to the Egyptians. Perhaps this

point could best be covered by specifically
•MI ii Ann'/'
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providing, elsewhere in the text, that all ;-~
> ' ''

moveable equipment* unless otherwise i
,- '•**''' "'•

provided for,* was to remain British property^- J1;;

under British management, and could be ; : •"-

removed if necessary. "Installations" •.•'•'-•..\

could then be defined so as to include only "

inmoveable property.

5. I am copying this letter t o . , ' ';

'Brigadier Baker, Major Cochrane,, Sir D. Roaeway,\
GaCe, Way and Hall at the War Office,

Sir P. i3andford, Orme, O'Grady, Gary,
Air Vice Marshall

ftielville,/Jordan, Air Commodore Wallis^

Group Captain V/illiama at the Air Ministry,

Commander Talbot-Smith and Shawyer at the

Admiralty, and A. M. Allen at the Treasury,

6. I shaJ$ be grateful if you and a

representative of the other Departments
\

would kindly let me have your commenta.

• ' V *i.

. • •• ̂ .4
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1.1.061910/53

Wiiteha.ll 9000
Extension 736

IV
Icdlitary Branch,

Admiralty, S.W.1

\ __ February, 1954.

CONFIDENTIAL
Dear I.̂ .clc-'orth-Ioung,

1

•Jl
'.Yculd you v-le9.se refer to your letter No. JE1192/587G of

the A-th February, 11/54, in which you asLed for ,y coie.ients on the
Cairo ISmbr.ssy's proposals in their letter I'o. 1043/607/53G of the
27th October, 1953 - which you enclosed v/ith your letter No. JE
1192/5870 of the 1tth Ilove.ober, 1953.

2. As there have been ao .nany devclopiaents on this subject
irince ITove;nbc;r including the tv/o r'eetin̂ s we had on "status of
personnel" ancl ttie "definitions" articles, I thought that it wa3
not necessniy to t'/ive our views again on these particular points.

3. '.Ye lave no naval interest in the "defence of the base"
article (originally article 4), but I personally agree vdth you
that the new proposal by Cairo is an impruvo..ient on the previous
two draft articles (articles 6 and 7 of the revised draft).

4. Copies of this letter Oo to Prince (Ministry of Defence),
O'Grady (Air Ministry) and Armstrong (iYar Office;.

Yours sincerely,

H. L. LAWRENCE WILSON '

R.G. Uack\Torth-Younc, Esq.,
Foreign Office,

S.,7.1.

DGlVRC/CCB.11. CONFIDENTIAL



S E G R E-T

THE WAR OFFICE, f \/ J
LONDON, S.W.I.

November, 1953

Dear Mackworth-Young,

I write with reference to your JE 1193/5076 of the
18th November, 1953, in which you drew attention to three
points in connection with the Egyptian negotiations*

I can confirm that the War Office are in agreement with

the line which it is proposed to take.

I am sending a copy of this to •Prince at the Ministry

of Defence.
Yours sincerely,

c. Mack*orth-Young,
Foreign <*«*••_

Downing Street,
London, S.W.I
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Y^OF DE
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EFENCE,

STOREY'S GATE,

™. NO..-Whitehall 7000 lst December, 1953.

T.S. 21/012/01/53.

Dear Mackworth-Young,

In reply to your letter, J.E.1192/587G, of
the 18th November, enclosing a copy.of a letter from
Cairo, dated 2?th October, I confirm that we accept
your comments on points (a) and (b) referred to in
your letter. "

With regard to (c), I think that the point made
by Cairo is a sound one, but it will obviously be
necessary to consider the point in greater detail
when we have the full text of the agreement before
us. Since you wrote your letter of the 18th
November, you have circulated to us a tentative
draft of the "Definitions" article prepared by Cairo,
and I think that the point raised at (c) in your
letter of 18th November can best be dealt with in
conjunction with our consideration of this new
article.

I suggest that the other departments concerned
should send you their comments on the draft "Defini-
tions" article and that we should then call a meet-
ing of the Working Party to consider any points on
which there is not full agreement. In the unlikely

/event
R.C. Mackworth-Young, Esq.,

Foreign Office, t, \ '".
Downing Street,

LONDON. S.W.I.
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event of there being no comments raised, there
will, of course, be no necessity for a meeting
but, in view of the importance of the "Definitions"
article, there will, no doubt, be a number of
points which can best be cleared by discussion.

As soon as the other departments are ready, I
will arrange for a meeting of the Working Party.

I am copying this letter to Armstrong, War
Office, Car$y, Air Ministry, Commander Talbot Smith,
Admiralty and Allen, Treasury.

Yours sincerely,

.H Prince)
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From: Th<j Rt. Hon. Sclv.yn Lloyd, .C.E.E., ".D., Q.C., I.i.P

•'- Y

The

United Kingdom Delegation
to the United Nations,

„ v ,New York.

October, 1953

1

^1.
r j 'H

i\m t.he nudan.

I raiseo v/itli I!ov;o v.'lien he came to
;;ee !,ie Mie day bufore the trip'irtite talks,
on OcUiiHj£]J; , tlio effect of an agreement v/ith
E^ypfTTTporPtlie Sue an elections. He then did
not think that there would he an adverse effect
froiii 01 u» point of viev/, tut I seem to remember
just, before I cane to IIcv; York a telegram from
Hi iF.touiii saving that they thought there v/ould
lie very aoverne effect, i.e. people climbing on
the Eg;mtian band \vagon. The Egyptians
prolvilly realise this and tlierofore may be
atr'ious to get an agreement before those
elections are over.

I jo not . know whether you will agree
to make any further concessions or not, but it
.seems to me that the order of preference is as •
follovvs:-

.\n agreement v/ith Egypt on our
present terms arrived at after the Sudan
elections.

n on ond h;jrrtj_ An a.^reemont \vlth Egynt on our.
arrive:! at before the Sudan

elections.

i Jit Honourable
Anthony S:on, I ' . C , , L7 . r . ,
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•̂ - Third "best; An agreement v/ith Egypt
Involving further concessions (if approved
by you) arrived at after the Sudan elections

4. ^ourth, :inc y;ppgi. of all worlds; An
agreemunt v/ith Egypt involving further
concessions, arrived at before the Sudan
elections.

I do not mean by this t9 suggest that
I am in favour of further concessions to Egypt.

I think 2 anj 3 are in the right order.

I feel we must avoid 4 at all costs.

Il\ *., -t L u
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Minutes.

SECRET

EGYPT; DEFENCE NEGOTIATIONS

The Department would welcome the
opinion of the Legal Advisers and the
United Nations (Political)Department on the
attached memorandum about the availability
clause in our proposed new agreement with
Egypt. There is no disposition on the
part of Ministers at present to accept
anything short of automatic reactivation of
the Base, and the memorandum only deals
with "consultation" as a hypothetical
alternative.

(E. B. Boothby)
Oct. 28, 1953

u.N. (PolXi°al) Department

Legal Advisers

Mr. Williams told me before his
departure for New York that he had been
consulted about this, but I have not i
myself seen any papers on it. ;

s.

2. I agree with para.U of the memorandum.
We should not however forget that there
is another stage (which would be (i))
which would add to the delay. The
Uniting for Peace machinery cannot,so
far as I can see, come into operation
unless "the Security Council, because
of lack of unanimity of the permanent
members, fails to exercise its ;

/responsibility
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responsibility in any case where there
appears to be a threat to the peace
etc." This is to some extent implied
by the present (i). I think, however,
that we must assume that there might be
at least a few days delay while the
Security Council tries and fails to
exercise its responsibility.

3. I particularly agree with para.5
of the memorandum. The General
Assembly might v/ell not pass a
resolution authorising us to reactivate
the base. Even if it did the resolu-
tion would have no more force than a
recommendation. I can see a debate of
this sort getting completely out of
hand, particularly if it occurs in the
heated atmosphere of a serious threat
to the peace.

k* As regards para.8 there is this
additional point. Steps to reactivate
the base would probably, though not
necessarily,amount to "measures taken
by Inembers (of the United Nations) in
the exercise of (their) right of self-
defence1fcwunr)er Article 51 of the
Charter.1* If Article 51 were applicable
the United Kingdom or Egypt or both
should report to the Security Council
immediately what steps had been taken.
It is of course impossible to say at
this stage whether Article 51 would
necessarily be applicable.

5. Although this is not strictly withi
my field, I wonder whether the proposal
in the memorandum might not be
supplemented as follows. There might
be immediate bilateral consultation on
the request of either party plus automat
consultation in the event of a U.-N.
decision that there existed a threat to

/the
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the peace etc. If, aa suggested in para»U,
there were some delay in U.N. action, it
would "be open to us to ask for consultation
without awaiting the result of the
U. N. *s discussions.

(C.L. 3. C0pe)
October 29, 1953

U« ̂  v U
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\Vhile I hold no particular "brief for
recourse to United Rations action, I think
the memorandum and the preceding minutes
tend to overlook two important points.

First, it must "be remembered that our
original proposal to link reactivation Vi/ith
United Nations action was put forward in
substitution of a formula which \vould have
allowed us to reactivate the "base
automatically in the event of "a major v;ar",
which the Egyptians would not accept. The
idea v/as thei*efore that, if a major >var
"broke out, in particular one involving
RUG si a, v/hich v/as the crse generally in mind
the United Nations v/ould in any event
inevitably "be "brought into it: that in such
circumstances it would "be almost sure to
authorise reactivation and v/ould probably
act pretty quickly. If we have to assume

#

that/
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that, even in the event of a war involving
Russia, the United Nations might refuse to
authorise reactivation, for instance on the
ground that the active area of hostilities
was for the moment confined to Europe, or
if v;e have to assuiue that, even in those
circumstances, there would "be inordinate
delay, then I agree that the United Nations
•formula would not "be of much use as a
substitute for the major war formula.

The other point is that a formula
limited to consultation with the Egyptians,
while it might involve automatic
consultation, would not involve automatic
reactivation. The department are in the
best position to judge, "but it is difficult
to see anything in the Egyptian attitude
about these matters to justify one in
thinking that the consultations would result
in any Egyptian agreement for reactivation
unless Egypt herself, or some other Aral)
State, were directly involved or obviously
menaced. In short, it would add
materially nothing to the other parts of the
reactivation Article. The Egyptians are
hardly less skilful at procrastination than
the United Nations.

The advantage of the United Nations
formula, on the other hand, is that it does
involve automatic reactivation if and when
a United Nations resolution can "be procured.

If, of course, we intend, in the event
of a major war, to reactivate the base
anyhov/, irrespective of Egyptian consent,
and merely to go through the motions of
consultation - I mean if that is the
underlying idea of the line which the
department are now suggesting - then I agree
that a United Nations formula would be
positively hampering, since it would make it
very difficult for us to take forcible action
unless we havC at least gone through the
motions of recourse to the United Nations.

Article ?/
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Article 7 of the 1936 Treaty will, I
think, afford us a "basis for unilateral
reactivation should v/e "become engaged in war,
tut as it is a long time since I have seen
the other Articles of our proposed Agreement
with Egypt, I am not sure whether v;e intend
that they shall "be regarded as formally
replacing the provisions of the 1936 Treaty.

(G.G. Pitzmaurice)
November 5, 1953,.
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22nd October, 1953

Dear Prime Minister,

You will remember that on April 22nd you received
a letter signed by a dozen Conservative members expressing
concern at the reports then current of the negotiations
in Cairo. The view was then expressed that our minimum
terms should include;-

1. Britain to retain in the Canal Zone, "bases,
airfields and port facilities, and sufficient
British personnel to maintain and to operate
them.

2. Britain to retain in the Canal Zone, fighting
units sufficiently strong to ensure the safe
landing of further forces should the necessity,
of which Britain must be the sole judge, arise.

At yesterday's meeting we learned that far from
having insisted upon any such conditions Her Majesty's
Government were prepared to agree to remove all fighting
units from the area within eighteen months and to abandon
the Zone completely within seven years.

V/e feel it our duty to inform you that we could not
support this policy either in the country or in Parliament,

Yours sincerely,

Ralph Assheton
Charles Waterhouse
\Y. R. Rees Davies
Charles Williams
E. A. H. Legge-Bourke
R. P. Crouch
G. Habarro
Patrick ilaitland
J. Enoch Powell .
JECan Orr Erring h\+* H" ••*-*.
Julian Araery
Sir Robert Grimston
Hamilton Kerr

(?)

Sir Fergus Graham
C. J. Holland-Martin
Sir Guy Lloyd
Patrick Donner
Sir John Mellor
Walter Bromley Davenport
Paul Williams
John Morrison
V.'illiatn Teeling
Lord Hinchinbrooke
P. P. Crowder
Ralph Rayner
3*\ P. A. Burden
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Hous'? of Commons -p
U_Q\j

^nd April , 1953.

Dear Prime Minister

V.'heri Anthony iiiden spoke to the Foreign Afiairs

Coi;Liiitt-jd some weeks a^o, he a: sured us that the

Government had minimum terms on \vhich they would insist

in negotiations with the Egyptian Government about the

(Janal ^one, though he w:,s naturally unable to disclose

those terms.

oince then reports have aope; red in the Press which

are uaiujiri, anxiety. ',Ve believe tiiat the present

negotiations iiiay v-fll be the turning point in our

position as an iiirpire and that if we were to give way, or

•: jpear to .^ive way, disastrous Jesuits must follow, both

abroad and at home. , / e uiiow you share this conviction.

,y do nut ask tiiat you should tell us ycur minimum

te i,is, out . . • : > • feei it our duty- to tell you that we

think it t?s entiai that, in the ore'rnt negotiations,

tn.oy clic-uid inulude the following:-

1. britain to retain in the Canal Zone, bases,
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airfields and port facilities, and

sufficient British personnel to maintain

and to operate them.

L. Britain to retain in the Canal Zone,

lighting units sufficiently strong to

ensure the safe landing of.further forces

shrulJ the necessity, of v.uich Britain must

be the sole judge, arise.

\1/.,' have the honour to be, Sir,

Yours sincerely, .

CHRiuTGPJiER 1 iCt.^MJJ-i.i

DCUuLAS DC. DUS-PARKER

A. UCi.taE-DuHiJAIJ

HARI!Y LEGGE-BLURKii •

URAIW-RUli

JCiiN iuCR];ioCM

GUY LLCYD

ES V/ATiiRHOUSE

RALPH A3SHSTCN

F1TZROY MACLEAN

J. iLllCCH FO.VELL

JULIAN Ai.iERY

I.M. HOROBIN

The R t . Hon. ;.L.o. Churchill, O.k . , C .H. , D.L. ,
10, Downii%.3troet ,
London. 3.W. 1.
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^- /We have autnority (Foreign Office telegram
No. 951 of May 10) to deliver a warning to the Egyptian
Government if organised attacks appear imminent on
members of Her Majesty's Forces by persons who are or
have been members of the Egyptian armed Forces, or who
heve been trained or erined by the Egyptian Forces. It
Is to be considered whether some similar warning should
not be given in case the Egyptian Government were to
start to take"vindictive or arbitrary action against
civilian British subjects in the Delta, or were to
fell adequately to protect their life end property from
terrorist or mob violence (or threaten to break off
diplomatic relations). But the only sanction which
could be used to back up such a warning would be the
threat that if the warning were ignored British forces
would move on Cairo. If such a warning were given,
the effect might be sufficient to deter the Egyptian
Government from hostile action or connivance at disorders
against British subjects. The warning delivered at the
time of the coup d'etat of July 23, 1952, certainly had
a salutary effect, but the situation then was entirely
different. The revolution was directed against, the
Palace and tne old regime not against tne British or any
other foreigners. On this occasion the danger that a
warning might not be heeded Is obviously much greater
(particularly if the Council for the Revolutionary
Command were embarking on a course of which they had
previously worked out the different phases) and before
it was given it would be necessary to have a clear
decision that the threat would be carried out if
necessary - with all that that would imply. Such a
decision could clearly only be taken by the Cabinet.

5» We do not wish to appear alarmist and it Is
of course true that the Egyptians would, not at present
embark on a course of violence unless they are convinced
that negotiations have irretrievably failed - in this
respect there is I think a great improvement in their
mood since last spring. But it seems rash and
improvident to blind outselves to the fact that the
chances of a breakdown of the talks in the near future
are about equal to the chances of securing an agreement,
and that If the talks do breakd9wn the situation may
deteriorate even more rapidly then the Egyptians
themselves v?ish. It seems essential therefore to give
some thought to the possibilities in advance so that
considered decisions can be taken rapidly If the need
arises.

fc. I em sending a copy of this letter to Hugh
Stephenson at the British Middle East Office.
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From: C.J.M. Alport, M.P

p *°
9th. November 1953.

I/ '

Thank you very much for your letter of 6th.
November. I quite understand that anybody who
wishes to use anti-British sentiment for political
purposes has little difficulty in finding an excuse
for doing so.

The gamble we have to take with our negotiations
with Egypt is, however, whether the Egyptian Govern-
ment is capable of carrying out any agreement in good
faith. 1 admit that there are long odds against but
my view is that unless we try to establish an agree-
ment against a background of mutual confidence the
chances of good faith being shown by the Egyptians
are very small .A/O urc

I have not doubt that generations brought up
with suspicion of British actions, of anything British
too, can find reasons to suspect any active policy
however frank and straightforward our intentions may
be. Therefore we have to go at least half way in
trying to establish an atmosphere of mutual confidence
between ourselves and the Egyptians. anything which
detracts from this unnecessarily, Is in ray view, un-
fortunate. • I regard the question of uniforms as
being one of these.

As far as the Levant Service is concerned what
I really mean is that we should establish a service
whose conditions, pay and pension are guaranteed
ultimately by the United Kingdom Government. This
Service would be available for work In any Middle

Continued.
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East country and would consist of experts in Middle
East conditions. The oil-fields will require ad-
visers for an indefinite period. We need trade
representatives in Saudi-Arabia?- both political and
trade representatives in the Sudan. The same may
apply in future to Egypt, Turkey and elsewhere.

One of the great strengths of British influence
in the Middle East prior to 1939 was the existence
of men like Russell Pasha, St. Johnffcilby, Ingrains,
Lawrence and also those who acted as oriental secre-
taries to Middle East Embassies before 7/orld War I.
Glubb is a contemporary example of this group. It
was this type of man who really represented British
political influence in the Arab world and who by
getting the confidence of the Arabs did more than
regiments of soldiers who maintain our prestige.
It will not be easy to get sirailiar men in the future
to take on this type of work unless some sort of
security exists as membership of a United Kingdom
or Commonwealth Service. They have seen too many
of their predecessors become victims of recent
political changes.

I am sorry to write at length when you are so
busy but you kindly invited me to expand the idea
which I put to you in my previous letter.

The Rt. Hon. Anthony
Foreign Office,
S.W.I.

, M.P.,
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Hovenfoer 20, 1953«

(JE 1193/605)

Thunk you for your second letter, of November 9> on the

two iiueationa of the currant negotiations in Egypt and your

suggestion for a new Levnnt Service.
On the first point I note your view that our insistence

on the right of our men to wear uniform in Egypt will.detract

unnecessarily from Egyptian goodwill, and ao prejudice the'

chances that Fgypt will carry out her obligations under tnt

greerrient in good fuith*
Cur train difference is I thinX over the word

Munriece8a(irilyM« Thia ia not tneri ly a matter of prestige*

v.'e are advised that it ia eeoentiul, both for discipline and

for self-protection, that our won should have the right to

wear uniform. Secondly I do not think our insistence on thie

point will turn the settles from 1 gyptian co-opcmtion to

non-co-operation. It uiny well ~be that this right will be

little exercised in practice, nnd then only in areas far

removed fro:n the main centres of population. If the

/Egyptians

C. J. 7i. Alport, isq.., T.D. , Id.P. "
•
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Egyptians want to make the Agreement ncrfc I feel sure the

existence of this provision will not deter them*

As regards your suggestion that we should establish a

separute "Levant Service", you "ill of course oe aiare that

the Foreign Service already maintains diplomatic and

commercial representatives, all of whom are paid from the

Foreign Oflice Vote, in almost every country of the Middle

East. We have for example recently appointed a regular

/.rabic-speaking member of the Foreign Service to be United

Kingdom Trade Commissioner at Kh.rtoum* In the same way the

stalls of the Oriental Secretariats at Her Majesty's Missions

in the Middle East are paid by Her Unjeaty's Government and

are largely composed of eat bliahed Foreign Service officers*

The Cil Companies maintain their" own cadre of advisers and

1 am inclined to doubt the extent to which they would welcoM

the attachment of advisers from any government service*

They are, of course, free to apply to the staff of Her

Majesty's Missions nbrond and indeed of the Foreign Office

for udvice if they so wish*

In addition to our diplomatic misdons and consulates*

the activities of which are much more varied and extensive

than they were before the wnr, we also maintain the British

Middle Fust Oflice. This co-ordinates the regional interest
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of Her Treaty's Jtiaaions and Colonial Governments la the sr««§

end includes a number of specialists who are available to

"dviee the Governments of Middle Eastern countries on auoh

raattera aa agriculture, fiance, economic development ete. '

There reaains the lueation of service under foreign

governments. The particular difficulty here is that

individuals who take up service with such governments must

cleirly be paid by them and accept the conditions which they

offer, if Her iiajeaty'a Government were to guarantee their

pay or peneiona this would be on invitation to the eov.rnments

concerned to default on their obligations. Moreover, while I

agree that British influence in the Middle i;ast has ow«d such

in the p-ot to the confidence inspired by such persons as

Ruaaell Pasha, Lawrence and GlubL, it is doubtful whether

present-day Arab Governments would repose much trust in

advisers who belonged to the Civil Service of this country.

The positions- which Kusaoii nnd Glubb won for themselves were

surely largely duo to the f.^ct that they cease.d to be the

oer^nts of Her L'ajcsty'e Government «nd becr.me in every way

the scr^mta of the country ty which they were employed.

i t lt~t ^. •

.o . - . c . l

• f L-

I
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NOTES ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS DEBATE

Mr. McNeil, speaking first for the Opposition, associated

himself with the Secretary of State's statement on the Sudan.

The Opposition were at one with the Government in trying to

insist on the Sudanese right to choose their own Parliament and

to determine their own destiny.

2. On EGYPT, Mr. McNeil did not share the optimism of his

friends over revision of the 1936 Treaty. Unless revision

secured the stability of the Middle East, it would "be no good.

He laid down three conditions without which he could not support
<v

a settlement:-

(i) The treaty must he coupled with reaffirraation of

the Tripartite Declaration of 1950 regarding the

stability of Middle Eastern frontiers,

(ii) If Egypt is to get more arms as a result of a

settlement, we must insist that these arms should

not be used for aggressive purposes against

Egypt's neighbours.

(iii) We must get fresh assurances from the Egyptian

Government in regard to freedom of navigation

of the Suez Canal.

Notes for Answer

The Parliamentary Under-Secretary will presumably not

wish to be drawn on the detailed terras of the settlement witn

Egypt. He may, however, wish to say that the three points
\

Mr. McNeil has raised are certainly in the minds of Her

Majesty's Government, and even if some of them may not be

/suitable
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Jgls-
suitable for incorporation in the text of an agreement (e.g.,

reaffirmation of the Tripartite Declaration "by Britain, Prance

and the United States), he hopes we will in due course be able

to satisfy the Opposition on all three points.
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Mr. Enoch Powell led off the Conservative opposition to

an agreement with Egypt. His case was briefly:-

No agreement signed Toy Egypt would "be worth the paper it

was written on. The Secretary of State had already referred

to breaches of the Sudan Agreement of February this year, and

we all knew what happened to the 1936 Treaty. If our troops

left Egypt, the technicians left behind would be subjected to

terrorism, the Egyptians would make inroads on the Suez Canal,

there would be bad repercussions in Iraq, and Jordan and \

throughout the Mediterranean area. In the long run the

Egyptians could be forced to give in and supply their labour as

they had done in the past. He ended, however, by saying that

he could not support the Government's policy in this unless \

"substantial members of British troops remained in the Middle j

•. ' ' iEast area." <• ' i

2. Mr. Powell then went on to assert that United States |

policy was directed to supplanting British interests in the j

Middle East and to disrupt the Commonwealth. It was ridiculous j

that the Americans should be forcing us out of our bases in '
j

Egypt on the grounds that we were infringing the sovereignty ;

of Egypt while at the same time they were negotiating bases
i

for themselves in Crete and Spain.



Notes for Answer

If this is an isolated speech, the Parliamentary

Under-Secretary may not wish to answer it. But if there are

more, and it is felt that an answer is called for, he may

wish to say that Mr. Powell has entirely misunderstood the

objective of the negotiations between Her Majesty's Government

and the Egyptian Government. We do not "believe that the

twin objectives of a settlement with Egypt and the maintenance

of the security of the Middle East are inc compatible.

Mr. Powell has suggested that we should forcibly subject the
•\

Egyptian people to our will. This appears to be the only \

alternative policy which he has to offer. He also objects to

the withdrawal of British combatant forces from Egypt as part

of a settlement. Why did he not say so in the Foreign Affairs

Debate in May, when the Prime Minister made it clear that the

Hansard conditions we were putting to the Egyptians "if accepted in

of good faith, would render possible the reduction of the British

May 11. forces in the Canal Zone from 80,000 to a small fraction of

that number."

2. Mr. Nutting may also wish to refute Mr. Powell's

allegation that the United States are forcing us out. As the

Prime Minister said on May 11, "After careful and thorough

discussions with the American authorities, both military and

civil, under the Truman Administration, we reached conclusions

on the necessary conditions." ... "When, after the

Presidential election, President Eisenhower came into power,

all this matter was reviewed." The upshot was that in March

we proposed to the Egyptians that the British and United

States delegates should meet them and discuss the position. ,

It was the Egyptians, and not the United States Government,

who did not accept this course. On July 21 the Chancellor

/of
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Hansard of the Exchequer referred to the talks which had "been

of conducted "by Lord Salisbury in Washington and at which

July 21. General Sir Brian Robertson, who has conducted the

negotiations with Egypt on our behalf, was present.

There has been throughout the closest consultation

between the United States Government and ourselves on

all the issues that are at stake. Her Majesty's

Government dissociate themselves completely from any

suggestion that the United States Government are

forcing our hand in this matter.
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FOREIGN AFFAIRS DEBATE

Epcypt Negotiations

The Secretary of State's intention has "been to make a-

statement on the Cairo negotiations as soon as an "agreement

on principles" has "been reached with the Egyptians: When

Parliament reassembled on October 20 we hoped that this would

occur on the following day. In his statement to the House

the Secretary of State accordingly said that he hoped to be

able to make an announcement within the next few days*

2. No agreement was, however, reached on October 21..

Meanwhile two questions ahout the negotiations were down for

October 26. The Secretary of State replied to these that he
k

was still unable to make a statement but would do so at the

earliest opportunity. These questions gave rise to various

supplementaries, but there was no pressure on the Secretary

of State to make any statement before he felt able to do so.

3. The prospects of reaching an agreement on principles in

the immediate future have now somewhat receded. Nevertheless,

it is still possible that this agreement might be secured in •

the next few weeks or even days. Meanwhile it would be "bdst,

if possible, to avoid making any Ministerial statement about

the negotiations, since no form of words could be devised

which would satisfy public opinion both in this country and in

Egypt. The ultimate effect of any such statement must

therefore be to make the prospects of an agreement on

principles more remote.
*

4. There will no doubt be several references to the Cairo
»

negotiations in the course of the debate even if no Ministerial

statement about them is made. These will not in themselves

/do much
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do much damage even if some of them take the line that an

agreement on the lines now proposed would be against the

interests of this country. Indeed their effect on the

Egyptian negotiators may in the long run "be good.

5. It is therefore recommended that the Secretary of State

should confine his remarks on this subject to renewing his

promise .of a statement as soon as possible. A draft passage

to this effect is submitted.
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FOREIGN AFFAIRS DEBATE

Egypt Negotiations

I had hoped before now to be able to make statements

on the progress of our discussions in Cairo. I am sorry

to say that this is still not possible. I can, however,

assure the House that it is s.till my intention to make a '

statement as soon as the situation makes it desirable or

necessary. Meanwhile we must be content to wait patiently
. \

for developments. \

J
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Mr. Creswell C£*- D. 12.24 p. m. November 11, 1953
No^l567 • / « f ? '"'^ •
No member 11, 19153 "' -, R. 2.07 p.m. November 11, 1953

J3EDIP A, ^ :!.••'<'
TOP SECRET / 0 ^

Addressed- to Foreign Office telegram Mo. 1557 of Hove mbarj.!.-
Repeated for information to Washington

Your telegram No. 4682 to Washington.

Following from delegation.

There is of course ;i dtmcjor that the Egyptian Ambassador ?.t
v ^ishington will not convoy to his Government the full force of United
States representations. Ife h:is already been in trouble with the C.R.C.
and like most Egyptians is probably unwilling to bo the bearer of ill •
tidings.

L-. To be fully effective action must also b^ tiken in Cairo \vith the
Military CouimittGe, and so long as Caffery and cart?.in members of his
stiff remain here the Egyptians will always (repeat aiv.ays), consider that
the real sympathy.3 o'i the United States are on their side and that they
can afford to try •;u.'1 push Tier Majesty's Government still further beck,
oo long as they t.o'ink this the Egyptians will not clinch,

3. In any case they are less impressed by words thui by action and thf.
most effective jolt would undoubtedly be the departure of Gaffery and
his replacement by someone who could give us a degree of support
commensurate v/ith real value to the N. A. .T.. 0. Powers of a functioning
base in Egypt.

4. The real issue is whether we can afford the risk of Egyptian
neutrality at the outbreak of a major v;-.<ar. The Soviet Government have
sent one of their ablest officers (former Minister at Beirut) to take
over their Legation hero. They are clearly exerting active pressure
on the Egyptians now and vnll do even more in the event of war. In
spite of all their protestations the Egyptians might well succumb to such
pressure through timidity. To break their neutrality by force would
involve a considerable diversion of our forces at a highly inconvenient
time. Apart from the political implications of such action it would not
be effective in securing Egyptian cooperation.

i

j 4. Iti this diplomatic struggle between ourselves and the Russians
• one can only say of Caffery that he who is not with us is against us. ;

Foreign Office please pass to Washington as my telegram No. 374.

^Repeated to V/ashington/.

DISTRIBUTED TO . ,
African Department
PPPP
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Flag A In the letter at JE. 1194/90/596G Her Majesty's Embassy at

Gairo ask for guidance in the event of a breakdown of the present

talks in Cairo. They point out that we seem to have no remedy

for a situation in vrtvich the Egyptians refrain from open violence

against our forces in the Canal Zone and against British subjects

in the Delta, and concentrate on vindictive measures against the

latter and British interests in general. Before considering

this particular aspect of the problem, it may be of value to

review the question as a v/hole.

AIM OP HER MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT

2. If the talks break down, our aim in Egypt will be to secure:

(A) In the Canal Zone

Security of British forces and property.

(B) In the Delta

(i) Protection of the interests of

British subjects;

(ii) Protection of their lives.

THREATS AMD COUNTER MEASURES

Canal Zone

3. The threat to (A) consists of

(a) Guerilla action

(b) Direct action by Egyptian armed forces

(c) Administrative action by Egyptian

Government to disorganize essential

civilian services in the Canal Zone.

4. V/e have prepared for these eventualities as follows:- •

(a) Plans exist for nineteen "measures to maintain,

our position" \7hich G.O.C%, B.T.E. will take,

mostly after reference to Ministers (see D(53)25

Flag B of April 21 - JE. 1192/218G).

/(b)



(b) Our forces are strong enough to meet this

threat.

(c) Proclamation of full military government •

with provision for feeding the civilian

population and running the Canal Zone as an

economic entity separate from Egypt. (This is

actually one of the measures referred to at (a))

Delta.

5» The threat to (B) is as follows:-

(i) Interests of British subjects

(d) "Nibbling" - discrimination against British

commercial and other interests, refusal of

visas, etc. *̂ ̂ <u xlrtoJ^ M:«*fe'*.

(e) Outright legal action to expropriate British
\

subjects and companies and prevent their

commercial and other operations.

(ii) Lives of British subjects
• - . '•'• , ' "-.,; , a,. r

(f)/Judicial murder.

(g) Connivance of Egyptian Government at disorders

against British subjects,

(h) Breakdown of law and order. "

6. We have no plans to counter (d) and (e). There are no important

reprisals we could take except for expropriation of the Egyptian

blocked sterling balances. This would represent a grave contravention

of international banking practice and might well have disastrous

effects on confidence in sterling. The Treasury would therefore strongly
*

resist it. Our reaction would in consequence be confined to protests,

which would probably have no effect.

7. Nor have we any plan to deal with (f) or (g). The Turf Club

murders of January 1952 are a fairly good example of the sort of

situation that might arise under (g). On that occasion the disorders

/were



were brought under control in 2U hours, and we did not launch

RODEO. Meanwhile we were unable to protect British subjects

in Cairo. The lesson to be learnt from this v/ould seem to be

that we shall find it politically impossible to launch RODEO

unless there has been a breakdown of lav/ and order in the Delta

which is both complete and prolonged. This means that we

cannot use RODEO as an answer to (f) or (g). There is no other

remedy. Our reaction would therefore, as in the case of (£l)

and (g), have to be confined to ineffectual protests.

8. Our answer to (h) is RODEO.

PROBLEM RAISED III.HSR MAJESTY'S EMBASSY'S LETTER

9« We have not hitherto given adequate thought to (d), (e),
V

(f) and (g). This is because it has been widely assumed that

a breakdown of negotiations would inevitably be followed by

(h), to which we reply with RODEO. The argument.is roughly

as follows: If talks break down the Council of the Revolutionary
6**v«vt*t

Command will find it politically necessary to start ai3.itary

action against us in the Canal Zone. This will unleash subversiv

para-military elements and will also provoke strong reprisals

from Her Majesty's Forces. When it becomes'apparent that the

Regime cannot prevent the latter, the subversive elements will

get out of hand, and \7ill tako violent action against British

subjects, and possibly also overthrow the Government. RODEO

will then be necessary..
'. ' ' '

10. The present letter from Cairo disputes this analysis,

without, however, giving clear reasons for doing so. They

probably reason on the following lines. The Council of

Revolutionary Command might feel that they could satisfy

political hotheads in Cairo., and so be able to keep subversive

elements under control, without starting a full-scale guerilla

war in the Canal Zone, by taking vindictive but carefully

controlled measures against British subjects and interests in

/the
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the Delta. They might succeed, at least for a time, in doing

this. We should thus be faced with (d)x (e) and possibly (f)

and (g), but not (h).

11. In these circumstances we cannot launch RODEO. There seems

to be a school of thought in Her Majesty's Embassy (see

Mr. Creswell's letter of May 22 - JE.1052/130G) which advocates Flag C

RODEO to meet both this situation and (a), (b) and (c) (the

threat to our position in the Canal Zone), as a means of suppressing

the trouble at its source. This course would clearly be

politically impossible, and is in any case not the policy of •

Her Majesty's Government. The sole purpose of RODEO is to

prevent a massacre of British subjects, (a), (b) and (c) are

already adequately catered for by the strength of our forces in

Egypt and the plans for measures to maintain our position in '

the Canal Zone. Against (d), a»d (e), (f) and (g) we must face

the fact that we have no real safeguards whatever. -x

12. There would in fact be only two courses open to us to meet

the threats to British Subjects and interests in the Delta.

(1) To let events take their course;

(2) To choose a suitable moment to clear all British

subjects who were not prepared to forgo the protection

of Her Majesty's Government out of Egypt, and cut

our losses.

13. Course (2) would be a very drastic step. Our interests in

Egypt are considerable. It might turn out that we had jettisoned

them unnecessarily. (In May of this year we went as far as advising

all "inessential" people to leave. This did not however involve

any large scale abandonment of British property or interests).

Evacuation of British subjects would also involve Her Majesty's

Government in considerable expense.

lU. . There are, however, weighty arguments on the other side. We

should lose immense -prestige by sitting back and watching our

interests driven out of Egypt and British subjects victimised.

/Co



To cut our losses and clear the decks for action would have

the opposite effect. Secondly, commercial operations in a

foreign country depend on the goodwill of the local government.

In Egypt there would be no goodwill. V/e might as v/ell

recognise that the basis of our commercial position in the

country would have gone. Thirdly, we should be free to take

any measures we thought necessary in the Canal Zone and the

Sudan, without fear of repercussions on British subjects in

the Delta, Finally, when it comes to the point, G.H.Q.,

M.E.L.P. may well, as they did last time, find it impossible

to mount RODEO. (Mr. Creswell himself advocated a policy of

Flag D this kind.in his letter of May 11 (JE.1052/117/G), but for

different reasons).
15. Nevertheless the fact remains that if Course (2) had

been our policy in 1951 we should certainly be out of the

Delta by now.

CONCLUSION

16. Any decision to adopt Course (2) could only be taken when

threats (e) , ( f ) , (g) and (h) appear imminent. Meanwhile all

we can do is to clear our own and the Embassy's minds on

the nature of the various threats, the remedies (or lack of

them), and the decisions which may have to be taken.

RECOMMENDATION

17. V/e should reply to Her llajesty's Embassy informally

on the above lines.

November 12, 1953«

/It is
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SECRET

FRO},. CAIRO TO FOREIGN OFFICE -

Cypher/OTP

Mr. Cre swell
No. 1578
November 13, 1953

FOREIGN OFFICE SSCRBT ANB
WHITEHALL SECRET DISTRIBUTION

D. 6.38 p.m. November 13, 1953
R. 7.18 p.m. November 13. 1953

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram Ho. 1578 of November 13
Repeated for information to B.H.E.O. t

and Saving t« Washington
Ankara .
' Paris

1 lly telegram No. U-90, paragraph 9.

: Following from delegation.

It would "be useful for us to know in advance Her Majesty's
Government' s view on the possibility of agreeing to the entry'
into force of the agreement immediately on signature of the main
text, (i.e., a month or so after the Agreement en Principles - tho
time depending upon the progress of detailed discussions).

Foreign Office please pass Saving to Washington, Ankara
and Paris as my telegrams Nos. 39̂ , 68 and A-98 respeotivoly.

[Repeated Saving to Washington, Ankara and Paris]
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FRQ.T FQRMIflH OFFICE TO CAIRO

By Bag

No, U2 Savina
November 26, 1953

CONFIDENTIAL

FOREIGN CFFIGB SEGRBT
AND WHITEHALL SECRET

DISTRIBUTION

Addressed to Cairo telegram Ho. U.2 Saving of November. 26.
Repeated for Information Saving to: B.M.-E.O. No. 827

Washington No. 4.093
Ankara No. 210 •
Paris No. 3069

Your telegram No. 1573 [of Novcaber 13: Egypt Negotiations].

Following for Delegation.

Parliament would certainly wish to debuts this agreement
before it entered into force. It should therefore provide for
ratification and for its entry into force immediately upon ezchaago
of ratifications either at London or Cairo. After signature it
must follow noraal ratification procedure. Text would lie before
Parliament until there was a debate and a division, or failing
that for 21 days. The instrument of ratification would then be
signed with a view to exchange against corresponding Egyptian
instrument. If Parliament were sitting, thev delay between
signature and ratification would not be likely to exceed four
weeks, and night well be less. Nothing can be done while
Parliament is in recess between about December 20 and January 31*
and April 15 and 27. '

2c\ The above only holds true if there is no need for United
Kingdom legislation before the Agreenent cones into f*rce. It
seems unlikely that there will be any necessity for legislation,
but it is impossible to be certain until full text is available.
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CONFIDENTIAL.

BRITISH EMBASSY,

CAIRO.

November li|, 1953.

Dear Department,

Mr. Little, of the Arab News Agency,
discussed the defence negotiations with General
Neguib on November 7* He has given us an account
of the president's statements and of his own view of
the situation, of which the following are the main
points of interest.

2. General Neguib said that he was determined
to reach an agreement with the British but added the
proviso that Egypt's sovereignty and vital interests
must not be prejudiced. He said that the Egyptians
were prepared to be patient and referred to the
regime's strengthened position in the country. He
was convinced that the British Government were
delaying matters until after the Sudan elections.

3* Mr. Little's own feeling was that, on
the strength of the recent improvement in their
internal position, the regime might be less ready to
make concessions, and that this disinclination might
increase as time went by. There was, as thought,
probably some increasing support among them for the
thesis that the Egyptians should sit tight until
1956. ,

U. we are not ourselves entirely convinced
by this line of argument. In the past, the
suggestion has so often been made that it was because
of their internal difficulties the regime could not
put to the country terms which they might otherwise
be willing to accept, that we felt that the converse
ought, to some extent at least, to apply. The ideal
from a negotiating point of view is presumably to
catch the Egyptians in a mood midway between over-
confidence and pessimism and the regime's stronger
internal position might enable us to do so. But the
opportunity may well be a fleeting one.

Yours ever,

CHANCERY.
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Addressed to Foreign Office teler.rara No. 1591 of November 16.
Repeated for information to: Washington B.M.B.O.

• , Ankara U.K. Bel Paris
U.K. Del New York

and Saving to: Paris

Following froa Robertson.

I saw the Minister for Foreign Affairs at 1000 hours this
morning to tell him that Her Majesty's Government had decided that
I oust return to the United Kingdom and that this decision was
solely due to the urgent necessity for my taking over my
responsibilities with the Transport Commission.

2. Before I had time to say more the Minister'for Foreign
Affairs took the words out of my mouth. He said that although
he was sorry that I was going he recognised that it was inevitable.
He had known for seme time about my new appointment and was aware
that there had been pressure for me to take it up..

3. «Then I gave him an advance eopy of the press communique*
he expressed satisfaction with its contents and was good enough te
say that he particularly welcomed the last sentence. Ho said that
the tine chosen for its issue,nanely 1300 hours local time, was
well chosen. It would enable him to Inform General Neguib so that
he did net hear of it first en the wireless.

.̂ For from inplying that ay departure might lead to a break
in the discussions,' he expressed emphatically the opinion that the
discussions must continue and succeed. We were, he said, in faet
in agreement as to what should happen. Even on the question of
availability there was no basic disagreement. In the event of
danger Eg/pt would need her friends and would certainly wish to
grant thcj the facilities necessary to resist the danger. The
only difficulty was to find suitable words in which to express the
agreement that in fact existed.
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5. I said that we had put forward on October 21 proposals
for a final composition of outstanding differences. We felt
that our proposals were very reasonable and should be acceptable
to the Egyptian Government. V,e were disappointed at their
reception. The Egyptian Delegation had focused attention on
availability but at the sane tine they had entered qualifications
or reservations on every other point. T/e were not, of course,
unwilling to discuss matters* further. But we had no fresh
suggestions to offer. On availability in particular, the crux
was that if world war III should come, we wanted to hare the base
innediately and fully available to us without delay or argument.
Dince the Egyptian Government did not oppose this idea, they
should now cone forward with their proposals as to how the problem
could be solved, taking into account our proper preoccupations e*
this point. ,

6. The Minister for Foreign Affairs said that availability
was the main point at issue so far as Egypt was concerned. If
that could be solved other points were unlikely te cause much
difficulty. They could not accept that the responsibility for
producing a solution should rest with then exclusively. They
would do thsir best to find an answer (I am sceptical about this)
but both parties should feel a common concern and responsibility.
So nuch had been successfully resolved that it would be a matter
for blane for both Great Britain and Egypt if they were unable to
get over the last hurdles, T.e had stated our position on October
21 and he understood that this was still our position. They hat
done likewise. It was now the task of diplomacy to find means
for reconciling the two positions which he said did not really lie
far apart.

7. I said that although.there would be an interval between
my departure and the return of Her Majesty's Ambassador, that did
not nean that no progress could be made meanyrhile. Creswell was
fully competent to discuss matters with them. I suggested that
there might be an advantage in informal discussions with him.
Delegation meetings inevitably attracted some publicity. It would
be good if sone of the differences could be ironed out in advance,
so that when the delegations next met they would at least be able
to report that progress had been made. In any case I urged
that contacts should be maintained at all levels.

/8. The
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8. The Minister for Foreign Affairs said that he inter-
preted this as meaning that we did not consider the situation In
the Man to tie a bar to progress here, and that the two problems .
could be regarded as separate. I agreed. He said that this
was his view also. He agreed with the necessity for maintaining
contact and expressed a willingness to discuss matters with
the Embassy.

9. Crestroll and I emphasised the necessity for preserving
a good atnosphere both by control over the press and by reduotiom
of incidents in the C?jial Lone. r|he Minister for Foreign Affairs
rras quite receptive on both points. As regards the Canal Zone
he said "we must see what we oan do to reduce incidents, or even
stop thea altogether". I should not like to be too positiTO
about the practical outoome of this.

10. The interview was most friendly throughout. I said
that I should be inviting members of the Egyptian Delegation to
my farcirell party to my friends in Cairo and the Minister for
Foreign Affairs indicated that the invitation would-be" accepted. •

Foreign Office please pass Washington, Ankara, U.K. Del.
Paris, U.k. Del. New York and Saving to Paris as my telegrams
Kos. 375, -10£ 4-, 21 and 500 respectively.

[Repeated to Washington, Ankara, U.K. Del. Paris, U.K. Del.
New York and Saving to Paris]

ADVMIGE COPIES TO;
Sir I. Kirkpatriek
Private Secretary
Kr. R. Allen
Head African Department
He&d News Department

O-o-o-
bbbbb
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EGYPT; DraRBIiCJS NEGOTIATIONS

Washington telegram number 2574 of November 5

Mr. Dulles is willing to give the Egyptians a jolt in

Washington. This is an offer which we can scarcely refuse,

particularly as it seems to offer some security against further

mishandling by Mr. Caffery. It provides after all the best

chance open to us at present of bringing home to the Egyptians

that they can exact no further concessions from us through '

American mediation. . .„ • • ;

2. But if we accept^we must also provide Mr. Dulles with the \

means of clearing up any Egyptian misunderstanding of our ;

availability position. The suggestion has been made that the !
i

Egyptians see in our present formula a quibble which would allow

the United Kingdom and the United States to provide themselves j
i

with the means of entering Egypt in the event of an Arab war j

with Israel, after denunciation by the United Nations. It may j

therefore be advisable to suggest to Mr. Dulles that he should j

reaffirm to the Egyptians that what our two governments have in

mind is the hypothesis of a major war involving a threat to the

Middle East. All that we are seeking is a provision that the

Base will be made immediately available if in such circumstances I

and in order to counter this threat, a recommendation is made j

to this effect by the United Nations.

3. In this way it should be possible for Mr. Dulles to
j

ascertain what the Egyptians' motive may be in rejecting our

formula. If the motive is a more serious one and, as suggested !
j

in paragraph 3 of General Robertson's letter to Mr. Allen of j

October 29, it has its roots in :a real attachment to neutralism, ;
\

/then ;



then this will "become apparent more quickly. It is important

that Mr. Dulles, no less than ourselves, should satisfy himself

on this point.

4. The Department are not now suggesting that we should offer

any redraft of the formula to Mr. Dulles as a possible solution.

The delegation themselves have not advocated this and we should

only put the Americans hack into their role of mediator which

they seem at long last to have abandoned for the role of ally,

if we were to suggest it. We want the Egyptians to suggest it,

and if there must "be a third party, we might prefer a non-

American.

5. Should a word from Mr. Dulles have the effect of eliciting

something from the Egyptians, there are a number of variations

on our formula which General Robertson considers tolerable in

varying degrees (see Appendix A to his letter at 'A1 attached)

"but not particularly likely to appeal to the Egyptians. It

is possible that a useful prod from Mr. Dulles, provided that it
$^, R. K*Wi

is delivered in Washington^ as he gave ftua to Understand it would

"be, might tip the balance.

November 4, 1953

Ĵ j fa. r£o~̂̂

3 4* <*M- -fc A*t &£ S
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EGYPT; DEFENCE NEGOTIATIONS /p.. *n.\ir-u-gj
Mr. Dulles' offer to give a jolt in Washington

Please see the Secretary of State's minute below.

2. Now that the Foreign Affairs debate is over, we can again

consider Mr. Dulles' offer to 'give a jolt' to the Egyptians

so that they may know where they stand in respect of American

policy.

3. We have now had a telegram from Cairo (No. 1549) rather

disposing of Mr. Dulles' idea that what is really inhibiting

the Egyptians on reavailability is the fear that our formula is

only a quibble to permit us to reactivate the base in a localized

Israeli-Arab quarrel. The reality seems rather to be that

there is a good deal of neutralist sentiment in their attitude

or, to put it more sympathetically, they want to have their

hands free to negotiate with us when a world-war situation

arises. • ,
i

4. The Delegation goes on to welcome Mr. Dulles' proposal

but emphasises the importance of careful timing since it appears

that the Egyptians have come to the same conclusion as us (but ;

for opposite reasons) that it would be better not to reach

agreement till the Sudan elections are over.

5. It seems to follow that we should let Mr. Dulles know '
I

without further delay that we welcome his offer, at the same •

time exposing what we think to b,p a fallacy in respect of j

Egyptian fears about reactivation in a local affray and explaining

our views about what would be the right time for him to act - j

and in Washington, not Cairo. ^ *&***< fratf kt %

November 9, 1953
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Sir H. llakins
No. 237^ D. 10.19 p.m. November 3, 1953.
November 3, 1953. R. 5.30 a.m. November 19 1953.

PRIORITY

GEGRLT

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No, 2374. of
November 3
Repeated for information to: Cairo Ankara

B.M.E.O.

an£ Saving to: Paris U.K. Del. New York
U.K. Del. raris

Egypt.

''̂  l.hen 1 saw Dulles this evening he said he understood
that the negotiations were, for the moment, at a standstill.
1 remarked that the principal difficulty seemed to me to be the
formula for availability. Dulles asked why the Egyptians were
objecting to the formula based on the uniting for peace
resolution vMch lie had thought the Egyptians had in principle
accepted. I quoted the remarks of the Egyptian Foreign Minister

to CresTjell reported in Cairo telegram Ho. ̂ 37$ [sic 1509 may '
refer] ml said that one possible explanation was that the
Egyptians ucic afraid of a possible condemnation of other Arab
States if there were a war with Israel. In which event Egypt
would not want to see the Base reactivated. Dulles seemed t«
think that this was quite a probable explanation, and wondered
if ,-/r saw .̂ny way to neet this Egyptian fear, since he supposed
that it Y/EIS not in fnct an eventuality in which we should want
to reactivate the Base. If you would-let ne have your views
on this point he would be very willing to Rive the Egyptians
what he called a "jolt" here.

2. As regards uniform he said that he realised the
difficulties on both sides. He personally still wondered
whether it was not possible to devise some special "Base
technicians' uniform". But he was obviously reluctant to
intervene in this question either by making further

/representations
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telegram Ho, 237k to Foreign Office
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representations to us or by putting pressure on the Egyptians.

Foreign Office pass Cairo, B.M.E.O., Ankara, and
Saving to Paris and U.K. Del. Paris as my telegrams Nos. 120,
100, 32, 336 and 199 respectively.

L'aris],
[Repeated to Cairo, B.M.B.O. Ankara and Saying to

• • • •
• • • •
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Your telegram number 2374 [of November 3jJ

Egyptian Defence negotiations!. '

Please tell Mr. Dulles that we welcome his

offer to give a jolt to the Egyptians in • '

Washington (not Cairo needless to say).

2. You should let him know

•0 (a) that we do -not now Relieve (see Cairo

telegram 1549) that Egyptian hesitations over

availability are "based on Anything mope oompli-

ratel th°r a wish to remain uncommitted in the

general situation in which "both the Americans

and ourselves would want to see the "base

reactivated without negotiation or delay. It is

really that state of mind which most requires a

(D) that we regard the timing of the step

as most important. Cairo telegram under '' -'.

reference confirms our "belief that the
• ' • '

are prepared to accept the present lull in- the

negotiations until after the Sudan elections at i1 '
the earliest. What we most want to avoid, when

/they ••
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they are again in a mood to reach a conclusion,

is that they should go on expecting us, as they

do at present, to take the step of proposing a

formula. ' We have and shall have nothing to

propose. Mr. Dulles knows this of course.

If he will say so at a vie 11 -chosen moment,

which h think should not be before the end of

this month, it might have a most valuable

effect and help us to attain an object which

I am sure is his as much as it is mine.

3. If matters are left in the hands of

Mr. Caffery, I fear that Egyptian illusions

about the views of the U.S. Government and

consequently what to expect of us will remain

undisturbed.

*
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CONFIDENTIAL BRITISH EMBASSY,

CAIRO.

November 2, 1953-

Torn Little of the Arab Nev?s

Agency v;as received by Goners! Neguib on

October 25. You mty be interested to see

the enclosed record of what Little told

Trefor Evans had transpired at the

meeting. As you probably know, Little

is one of the beat informed people and

shrevdest observers in Cairo.

(C. B.

E. B. Boothby, Esq.,
African Department,

Foreign Off ice ,
London, S.W.I.



,

RECORD OF CONVERSATION

Mr. Tom Little we caked by General Naguib to cell
on M:a this Tornin^-. The meeting lasted for about forty
minu tes end they spoke about the uniform question end the
rvsili: bill ty druse.

L'. On the former General Naguib Indies ted thct the
Egyptians would be crept reu to c-grce.to our technicions
veering u n i f o r m on ceremonial occasions. He gave r-.s on
example some of them attending the Aleraein ceremony and
fdded ':here might be occesions .vhen the Egyptians might
vis! to S'?e them in uniform. Mr. Little referred to the
£:reat d i f f icu l ty vhich Her M a j e s t y ' s Government would hs.ve in
preccntin^ rny ccre-jrnent to Farlicrr.ent uiilch did not give our
technicians the rijht to "ear uniform. Genercl Ncguib
t&lC lie i. ;;precif ted this feet end went on to say that what
vts l in^or t in t wts .that nothing should be wri t ten In to the
f.gr . ement which would give rise to embarrassing questions tuid
e.^rers in the United Kingdom end similarly embarrassing
retorts In L'gypt. He egre- rd that there was little difference
in our points of view as regards fact end that what remained
VPS to decide what was to be octu&lly said.

J. As re^&rds availability, Genercl Kegulb used auch tiie
seme fr£u;nents es Col. Nasser to reject the United Nations
formula end maintained thr^t it was not really satisfactory
even from the point of view of Her i-lajesty's Government, llr.
Little told him thct Col. Nasser had spoken of a return to
parliamentary government in two years or so and thct the
British vere naturally concerned i s to what would be tie
outcome of p mere consul ta t ion clause in cuch circumstances.
Gener&l Na^ull sai' he would "let Mr. Little Into e secret",
'••Men vps the t under the new Const i tu t ion the President v:ou.ld
be elected for five years with the possibility of renewal
for s further five years. There wrs little doubt therefore .
T ' - j i t for r decc.de he vould be the Head of the State cud thet
if i ;o;netJ .Ln[_ should hcppen to Jiin somebody like Gaiflal Abdel
ito£jf:er vould t rke ' is piece.

'[. Turnin t- to internal pf fa l rs , General Nepaib said that ;
t'.ie result of . the Tribunal 's i;ork hod strengthened, the position
of "he regime end t h f t there vc G general relief in the country
that uncertainty r'-.out the future of the regime hcd been
removed. Speaking of the Abdel Heel -.rial, he said that ,
AbOcl I'cdi r ncl certain V/afdlst leaders had been working to
cr.u.ce disturbcncee i-niongct tlie students and industrial
vor'.erc rnf. thc.t GUC..J disturbc.ncec vould hr.ve hod the effect
of uriC.ei':-lnin^ tlie rerlrnc. i'e dlC not cppcer to ctttc.i ::-uch
iiiiportr.tr ce to the contacts "hich these elements have vrith
foreign powers.

5. 1-ir. Little i.eid that General Ni.£-ib vee personally
most friendly end generally conciliatory towards the British -
rnoi e so in f:ct thru when he had Itst seen him several months
ego. The General gave re sign that the Egyptian side were
t: inking in terms of c breakdown in the talks; in fact he
s?lcn. t h f t "more prtience" was necessrry.

5. Die Generr l ' s health has apparently improved during the
Ic-st few deys - he r.cld t h f t he wts feeling very much tetter.

7. Discussing the talks with me, l-Ir. Little suggested that
it ves i;nportrnt that ag-reement in principle should be ie?ched
before the results of the Sudan elections were known. Whether

/the
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the ."•ro-^fypti ir i prrty succeeded or f i l led, the effect on
t c iS-yptlcnc a-- f r r rs our nc^otit tions T.-ere concerned
••;:uld":-l:;ac!: certcinly bo unftvounble. I think there is
iiiuo'u trutii in lliis.

(SIG1ED)

(T.I .EVAtlS)
29th October, 195;-.
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ANGLO-EGYPTIAN NEGOTIATIONS

Position of U.S. Ambassador

Please see Sir William Strang1s minute on Washington

telegram No. 2330, (attached).

2. There are several pros and cons to the proposition that

the State Department should recall Mr. Caffery, but only

pros, I think, to the proposition that it would be undesirable

for the Secretary of State to accept the invidious responsi-

bility of answering Hyes" or "no" to the question imputed to

Mr. Dulles at the end of paragraph 3.

3. None the less the reply could no doubt be so drafted as

to show at least which set of possible consequences (to

are more acceptable to us. Thus, on the

assumption of his recall. ,
>

(a) we cannot really expect that anything Mr. Dulles

may say to Mr. Caffery will convert him. If he

suffers no change of heart he will return to his

post apparent victor over the State Department

and full of new grounds for resentment against us.

(b) Egyptian expectations will be quite abnormally

stimulated. No progress in the negotiations of

any sort will occur, and there may even be further

backslidings from positions we hoped were secure.
Iht Ggiflut+A
?b*y'will certainly feel justified in thinking up

further difficulties, and even if the State

Department succeed in resisting Mr. Caffery (as

we rather fear they will -not), they will (to*



•-L. '

^ I discussed this with the Department and agree

generally with the foregoing.

2. I suggest our line should be -

(a) H.M. Ambassador should avoid giving definite

advice to Mr. Dulles about this and should if

necessary expressly state that we.do not feel

able to take the responsibility of doing BO.

(b) He should try to ascertain definitely that there

v/ould in any case be no intention on the part of

the U.S. Government of removing Mr. Caffery

from his post.

(c) If l.Ir. Dulles however hinted that this was a

possibility, Sir R. Hakins should take the line

that we should certainly not \'f\sh to do anything

to prevent such action by the Americans.

(d) If on the other hand, as is more likely, it is

only a question of recalling Mr. Caffery for

consultations and then sending him back,

Sir R. Mak.ins might indicate that such action . '

would in our view be likely to arouse a great j
t

deal of speculation in Egypt and would probably J

have a disturbing effect upon the present Anglo- :

Egyptian negotiations. Our attitude at present !
i

towards Egypt is to stand firm and not show undue

interest in a settlement*, and the effect of this j

attitude would be largely vitiated by the j
i

misinterpretations which the Egyptians would be '

bound to place upon Mr. Caffery's recall for

consultation. r

Jv C\s
L) • J K*~OS . (R. Allen)

I

/ October 29, 1953.
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FRO.M WASHINGTON TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Cypher/OT P PRIPER

Sir R. l&kins f D> 1CU4 ptm> October 28,1953.
No, 2330 v x ,
October 28, 1953. &*•*+*. --p. 5.55 a.m. October 29,1953.

IMMEDIATE r r / r / ' / - y
^ c " ' ' / X^ r

SECRET

Your telegram No. 4394. Caffery.

Personal for Sir William Stranj from Sir R. Makins .

I spoke to Dulles tills evening. I mid .:at recent reports of what
Gaffer, lad been sa; ing to third parties in Cairo iad renewed the doubts
which, as he was aware, were held In London about Caffery's activities and
that tids was again becoming a major irritant factor in our relationship.

2. In particular, Caffery lad seemed 'to cast doubt on the formula on
availability which Dulles himself lad proposed. I observed that it was
believed, rightly or wron-jl., ,that Caffery pursued a "personal policy" and
did not always reflect positions agreed between us.

3. Dullos at once admitted that my last observation was probably true
and tiat Gaffer./ was not in sympathy with some aspects of the policy which
we were pursuing. On the other land his influence had undoubtedly kept
the negotiations alivo on sex'eral occasions. It was. of course, the case
that the Governments lad not always agreed on tlie course to be pursued in

these negotiations, but it was understood that, while we might not always
agree aaionrj ourselves, we would always present a solid front to the
Egyptians. Dullos then said tliat lie would be prepared to consider
recalling Gaffer., to Washington for consultation if I thought that would help
in the present situation. I replied tlat I would not want to express an
opinion on this myself without knowing the Secretary of State's view.

*

4. I then rerr.arked tlat in my opinion it was not what Caffery might or
might not lave said in tiie past tlat was most important now but tlat we
should present an absolutel} solid front to the Egyptians on the basis of our
latest and final offer. Dulles said that he himself had spoken to the
Egyptian A- nbassador in Washington this week and tad made it quite clear
v/lat the American position was on the availability formula. I mentioned
the question of uniform. Dulles relied tlat he would be happier if we
could invent some special type of uniform for the base technicians.

5. Finally Dulles said tliat he would like to reflect on what I had said
and consult his advisers. He did not wish to commit himself this

/evening
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SECRET

Washington telegram No. 2330 to Foreign Office

- 2

evening to recalling Caffcry for consultation but he would let me have
his considered view as soon as possible.

G. In tlie meantime, perhaps you would let me know urgently
whother you v;ould in fact like Caffery recalled or not at tills delicate
juncture in the negotiations. I v;ould expect the State Department to advise
against it, and it might indeed stir up a lot of unwelcome speculation.

EEE
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[Codeword—if any]

Addressed to....

telegram No s~~~ (date)*.

x

pouted for information to..

\PEP IP

Personal for Sir R

his own

I would

'

prefer Mr. Dulles to «ake

regarding the recall of Mr. Caffery

for consultation̂ . I certainly do not wish to

suggest it and can indeed imagine a good deal

of undesirable speculation arising were he

temporarily to leave his post.

2. You should know, however, that I have it

very much in mind that were there any prospect

of removing Mr. Caffery from Egypt altogether

I should regard it as so much to the good.

Should you find there was anything of the sort
«£oe

in Mr. Dulles' mind you should, of course,
A.

not say anything to put him off. ;

'(O
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Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No. 1637 of November 26 f
Repeated for information to: Paris \
0 Washington

B.M.E.O.

j

IT'
,,„,«:

My telegram No. 1633.

* :

'.V
*.•»<

Australian Minister has reported fully by Saving telegram
to Australian High Commissioner, London, on interview yesterday -
v/ith United States Ambassador.

2. Caffery said he much resented these attacks, and though
he had not made representations officially to Fawzi he had done
so very strongly in private to Nasr. He attributed the trouble
entirely to Egyptian resentment at failure to conclude negotia-
tions v/ith us anc!|r[jje^^ane^^g,(gjpfcjj- Egyptians had made a
number of concessions, at Caff cry's own suggestion, in the belie?L
that (as the Americans had assured them) they would be able
thereby to get a settlement. They now felt they had been
deceived. i • . .. ..

i

3. Caffery considered that the Egyptians had now given up
hope of a negotiated settlement and v/ould in due course break of/
negotiations if they could not get more out of us after Her
Majesty's Ambassador's return. They would certainly go back on
the position reached on October 21. He thought they v/ould
continue to work up incidents in the Canal Zone and cause trouble
to British subjects in Egypt. -'

U On the other hand, Caff cry clearly admitted to McClure
Smith that United States economic aid given to Egypt now would
finally wreck all hogs of a. •negotiated settlement.

Foreign Office please pass Paris and Washington as my
telegrams Nos. 55 and 378 respectively],

•i

[Repeated to Paris and Washington],
7777777

; ,
v



SECRET

Flag A:

C (53)

72nd Con-

clusion,

Minute 2.

EGYPT

From the Cabinet Conclusions of November 26 the Department

understand that the Prime Minister and the Foreign Secretary

intend to try to secure a firm promise of American support in a

fresh approach to the Egyptian Government in the event of a

"breakdown in the current defence negotiations in Cairo. In the

briefs prepared for the Bermuda Conference it has "been suggested

that the Prime Minister and the Secretary of State would wish to

make it clear to the United States and French delegations that

we intend to stand our ground in the negotiations with Egypt'and

in the face of the increased number of incidents in the Canal

Zone. There has been no suggestion up to now that we should try

to look ahead and secure American help on the hypothesis that

the negotiations v/ould fail; nor have we revived the earlier

FrancoyBritish proposal, which the Americans turned down in
v

*4- , for a secret conference to consider joint action

in defence of the freedom of transit of the Suez Canal.

2. It is, of course, rather late in the day to work out new

plans for a joint Anglo-American approach to Egypt for

presentation at Bermuda, should the negotiations break:down.

It is most unlikely that the Americans would agree to joining in

new proposals which were more advantageous from our point of

view than those which would have "been rejected "by the Egyptians.

If we have then to make a new approach with the Americans, we

may have to make modifications in what we have hitherto regarded

as "being our minimum requirements, and any suggestion in that

direction would need to "be very carefully worked out.
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3. Would it meet the wishes of the Cabinet sufficiently if

we were to add to the "brief a paragraph in the following

sense?

The Prime Minister and the Foreign Secretary will

no doubt try to find out vrhat the position of the

United States Government would "be in the event of the

Egyptians failing to meet our minimum demands and the

negotiations breaking down. At the very least we

would expect the Americans to use their influence to

prevent the situation deteriorating to a point where

relations "between the United Kingdom and Egypt would

"be broken off. But have the United States Government

any more constructive proposals? Would they, for

example, consider there to "be any advantage in a visit

to Cairo "by General Grunther and Lord Israay in order

to present General Neguib with the views of the Ilorth

Atlantic Treaty Organisation on the Egyptian problem? v

4. As for the freedom of navigation of the Suez Canal referred

to by the Prime Minister in the first part of the Minutes of the

Meeting, it will be recalled that the French Government have

.-joined us in an approach to the United States Government on two

previous occasions with a view to securing a secret meeting of

the seven maritime countries most interested in the Canal -

namely, United Kingdom, Prance, United States, Netherlands,

Norway, Sweden and Italy - but the United States have consis-

tently refused to have anything to do with these proposals until

the defence negotiations were over. The French are willing to

return to the charge with us v/henever we give the word, but

/neither
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neither they nor we have seen any advantage in doing so at

the present Conference.

&r\£&!^
V* ~2 •

November 27, 1953
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THIS DOCUMENT IS THE PROPERTY OF HER BRITANNIC MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT

The circulation of this paper has been strictly limited.

It is issued for the personal use of..i;«»**/

TOP SECRET

COFILS o:1 THIS DOCUMENT L;UST NOT BL MADE -..ITHOUT THE
AUTHORITY OF THE Si.GRET^Y.CHILFS OF STAFF COMMITTEE --,

. . . . « , --------- -------- TV;"**' I
"

1ST DECEMBER, 1953

CHIEFS OF STAFF COMMITTEE

P033I3LL CONSEC-iULITCES OF A BREAICDO\VN OF
CURRtilTT T.iLKS V. ITH EGYPT ON THE FUTURE
OF THE G:JT:JL ZONE BASE

Cony of a letter (Reference JE 1192/596G)
dated 3Q.th, Novembery 195^ from the Foreign
Office to the Secretary. Chiefs of Staff

Committee

I enclose an extract from a letter+ from Her Majesty's
Embassy at Cairo about the possible consequences of a break-
dov/n of the current talks, together vdlth a copy of a draft
letter/ to the British Middle East Office (copy to Cairo)
in reply.

We should be grateful for the viev/s of the Chiefs of
Staff on the proposals in the draft letter.

(Signed) E..B. BOOTHBY

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE, S.Vi.1.

1ST DECEMBER, 1953.

+ Annex I
6 Annex II
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.E^TK/VC'T H:,.>r r "v " r,:inING HELD

2. POSSIBLE
:sa:^j2.Hc:^ or1 .. BR^V IT OF

"T;.Li:;3 '.'TTH^GYPT PIT THk PUTUHL OF
.3L~

TOP

EJ

C.O.S.(53)382- I t - '

THU COi;.:iTT"LE ha'1, befiorc their, a letter from the ForeYgn
Office covering a Craft reply* to a letter^ from Her Majesty's
Embassy in Cairo on this subject.

In aiscusoion TIL COluilTTL:., approve", the proposed, reply*
subject to the follov.'ing points:-

(a) First sentence of paragraph 13 to be reworie! as
follo-.7s:-
"We h.v/e liscusse1 these i'ler.s with the Chiefs of
StrjTf v/ho agree that the viev/s of the B.D.C.C.(M.L.)
should be sought in this matter."

(b) The beginning of paragraph 10 to be revroracd to make
it clear that the propose--?. "Egypt Local Defence
Committee" wouli1. be un-lcr the B.D.C.C. (U.S.) an-l
H.II. ;onbr.ssa;lor.

THZ

:-'. the Foreign Office to take note of their views.

+ ^nnex II to COS(53)582
jf> .Innex I to COS (53) 582

- 2 -
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On UiO.anee I bellev* we should try to get the Agreement

with Egyt>t on the lineu pi-opoMfl, but without mttkinc »njr *urth«*

oonc«n»iont.

2. fe Bh-^uW ttrongly urgw tht A!*»rle*n« to gitt tu

whol«-hc»rt««l support to thl« tn«« .

3. II this folln, we thull haft ti ooiwltfer what mitt mat ivw«

exist* They will, bt painfal and «lff Icult ehoUww.

1̂ . One tlternotlw* Might D« to «nnouno« oa» Intent lea to ;̂

from the Sore at onoe and to abandon the Bate (taking \

whnt we c«n) an » rleXHrerate act of "re-fltplojnaent" of ou»

another «nu?.«l be to nnnounct that we would withdraw In

our own time completing the proceea' by 1956 when the prewent

treaty exj^lita.
5. Any nuch move woald have to be m»t 0arefulXyv prepared,

It oouia be very 6*w(tlng to our wholo re? atatlon and position

if it lo->lff»i like wmlna away fron the i'gyptlano* It eould

dentroy all hope of rceintBining our position in Iraq eto. It

oujjht to be tlmd in relation t? our position in Persia*

6. It w>uld be n^ftt dangerous to own I I on theee altarnetlve

posalbtlltleii to the ^nerloena now. Caffery would aoon tell the

Ewyptlene, who would then know th*t they had no need for en

agreement with as*

7. I do not beUeva there Is any ohanee that the/ womld

eeo<:pt the lrte« of a Joint /.nfflo-Anerleen Rase in Kgypt* Iten in

the i»lr they wunt their f«mitlea to be under eover of s British

air bfine. It would probnhly annoy them to be pressed on thin •

but otherwlaa I see no hem.
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flonoluaton

Our central purpoee In I^nnuda tharcfor* should

to g*t really «ff«otlve A:erloan aupport in the pr«««nt

n«gotlattont and to mnka tt ol««r to thtm that, polltloally,

It la quit* Inpoaelbla for us to nek« «ny taor* oono«aalon««
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ĈlffiT

Breakdown of current talks; possible consequences .1

The Chiefs of Staff's Committee discussed the draft j

letter at 'A' at their meeting this afternoon. They j

expressed general sympathy with our intentions but (a) were '

hesitant about saying that they agreed, in advance of what

B.L.C.C. thought and (b) were not very clear in their own j

minds about how our proposed new committee would fit into the ;

hierarchy spreading out under B.D.C.G. General BrownJohn \

in particular was very conscious of the fact that the Prime

Minister holds the G.O.C., M.E.L.P. responsible for whatever

happens in the Zone and did not seem to envisage General

Testing having quite the powers he seems to have exercised

before. General Brownjohn was inclined to think that Her

Majesty's Ambassador would have a better opportunity of

making his views known at B.D.C.C. level than working side by

side with Q.C.G., B.T.S. He understood, however, on further

explanations from me that in so far as our proposed local

defence committee v/ould be the operators of the small day-to-

day pressure it was proposed to put on the Egyptians to make

them lay off British interests in the Delta, there would be .

great advantage in having the Embassy involved before we

reached the point where wide and critical decisions had to be

made. The paper r;as approved subject to modifications in

the sense above described, with the idea that it might be

necessary to show it to the Defence Committee when the

comments of B.D.C.C. and the Embassy had been obtained.

• December 8, 1953 ', j

*s»> e« -r^m*-.^— Â ĵX̂

r- , ^ / " / '

A-c Acx/£^ufcc__ C~Jr*~~* VL***K? tfvA. #£L/ <*S\ \
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SECRET

Flag B.

Jf <trl)

Flag G. e")

Mr. Wilson of the United States Embassy came to see me

to-day to tell me that the conversation "between Sir R. Makins

and Mr. Dulles on November 3 (se« Washington telegram

number 2374 attached) had given "birth to drafting efforts "by

the State Department t>oth on availability and uniform

(attached at B). I told Mr. Wilson that the draft on

availability had evidently "been devised to meet a supposition

raised "between Mr. Dulles and Sir R, Makins regarding reasons

for Egyptian hesitation which we had come to the conclusion

was erroneous. We had instructed Sir R. Makins to make this

clear to l.lr. Dulles (Foreign Office telegram to Washington
• * xnumber 4682 of November 10 at G.)

2. As to uniform 1 said again that I regretted that the

United States and British Governments were not in sympathy.
V

I added that recent indications (e.g. the talk General Hegulb

had with Mr. Little in Cairo) suggested that the Egyptians

were perhaps not so worried over this question as the Americans

seemed to suppose. Mr. Wilson said that the State Department

did indeed continue to "believe that the Egyptians set great

store on! thifrpl&nt. Mr. Wilson also showed me a telegram

from the atate Department instructing him to present these two

formulae whicJi end«& with a request to the United. States

Embassy to find out "when we were proposing to approach the

Egyptians again." I did not conceal from Mr. Wilson my

feeling that the State Department might have known "better than

Vo put questions like that. . He added apologetically that

his Embassy had .never "been in any douht that we thought it was

/for



for the Egyptians to inake a move, not us, and they had made

this equally clear to the State Department.

3. Mr. Wilson, who evidently wondered whether I proposed to

do any more in the way of submitting the two formulae to

higher authority teethe <ft\nfa» tfttfiinrtirwmt, said he very much

hoped that I would accept his personal belief that they came

from Mr. Dulles himself, and that Mr. Aldrich had authorised

him to say this to us. I said that although Mr. Dulles would

"by this time probably have learned from Sir R. Makins our real

reasons for thinking an availability draft such as the one

proposed was inapplicable to the present circumstances, I

would none the less record Mr. Wilson's wish that the text

should reach the Secretary of State. Mr. Wilson added that

in reporting what I had said he would ask the State Department

why they had not tried their formula on the Egyptians. I said

they must do as they pleased ahout that. What we wanted when

the time was ripe,was that the United States Government would

say quite unequivocally to the Egyptians that if they wanted

a treaty they must somehow meet the case of automatic reacti-

vation in a world crisis, was if they were prepared to do thio

theŷ  would'have to explain to us what was wrong with our
i i

formula. r. /»

November 13, 1953
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SECRET

The Secretary of State asked for a short note

for use at to-day's Cabinet regarding United States

activity in connexion with the Egyptian treaty

negotiations. Note attached herewith.

November 17, 1953

0*
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(

UNITFJ) STATES AND EGYPT

Note for Secretary of State for Cabinet:

November 17

A member of the United States Embassy told the Head of

African Department on November 13 that the conversation between

Mr. Dulles and Sir Roger Makins on November 3 had given birth

to drafting efforts by the State Department both on availability

and uniforms. The United States Embassy were instructed to

show us these formulae and to find out "when we ?;ere proposing

to approach the Egyptians again." The United States Embassy x

were told, on the Secretary of State's instructions, that we

v/ere not prepared to consider any proposal by the United States

Government put in terms such as these. What we wanted was

that the United States Government should say quite unequivocally

to the Egyptians that if they wanted a Treaty they must somehow

meet the case of automatic reactivation in a world crisis.

2. On November 14 the United States Ambassador sent the

.Secretary of State a message from Mr. Dulles in the following

terms :-

(T "V/e have reached a point in Israeli-Arab

relations where it is of utmost importance to

announce allotment of economic aid to Arabs to

counter recent announcement economic aid allot-

ment to Israel. The only place where we would

be in shape promptly to make an economic

allotment of substantial size is Egypt. We

have been holding upf all assistance to Egypt in

effort help settlement Suez matter. However

this settlement has dragged out to a point

/where
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[where we cannot continue much longer without very

grave effect upon all our Arab relationships. If

you felt that it was likely there would soon be new

moves in Suez matter which might produce agreement,

we could still hold up briefly "but our time is fast

running out.

"Before making final decision would appreciate

your reactions<"

The Secretary of State proposes to reply that he would hope

that this decision would be postponed at the very least until
U>€. Co**. &£i«. (Jus. u*
/the Bermuda Conference. The announcement of an allotment of

United States economic aid to Egypt at this juncture would

have a grave effect upon Anglo-American relations. It would

remove the main inducement to the Egyptians to make a settlement

with us before we have even reached agreement on principles.

It would be interpreted as a major divergence of American and

British policies. ,

November 16, 1953
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SECRST
November 12, 1953

MEMORANDUM

The following draft wording conforms to the suggestions made by
the Secretary of State, Mr, Jolin Foster Dullas, to the British Ambassador,
Sir Roger Makins, in H conversation on Novamber 3> 1953*

Availability — The clause regarding the United Nations should read:
",.,in the event of a recommendation by the UN that
the Base should be made available in the event of a
threat to the peace or breach of the peace or an act
of aggression by an outside power, and recognizing
her responsibilities under the UN Charter and the
Uniting-For-Peace Resolution; Egypt will afford etc,"

Uniforms — "...outside Base area and when off duty within it
British personnel will wear civilian clothes. When
on duty in Base installations or in transit between
them they will normally wear distinctive civilian
working dress. They aiay wear service uniforms when
so directed by the Base Conmander. The Base Commander
shall so direct on appropriate occasions".

SECRET
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Mr. Creswell

N*. 16Q6

FORF.TGM Omcfr SECRET AN!
Ti SECRET DISTRIBUTION

, 1953
B, 1.03 &.ra. November 19, 1953
R, l.U &.fu. Kcvc-bcr 19, 195?

Office 1608 of H»vember 18«
ini1 ;riv*ti*n t» ,\tshingtin B.iS.E.O. Ankara

Saving t a Fwris Paris (U.E..5el.)

tflegrrn HP. 1591. ti ̂  J

Genersl R':tcrts«n h*d a. T:.riv«tt nee ting with C»l»nel Nasser
nijiht tr htve ,1 fin«l to Ik \rlth him bef rre lesving.

2. He snifl th^-t he TTRS Tfry swrry t* ge toefore the
vrcre finlshecl, particularly as the tifferences ¥etweem

us were ntw si spip.il. T.Ten «n the question of the *T«lla^ility
•f the IDPSC which irss the on in difficulty there wts n* iifferenaa
e»f substrnce liiit §nly ii ^efree anf tf Ar&fting. What nc wanted
«Btit1heb.use sh«uli be RY«il*ble f«r the defence tf ihe Miiile
East in the event tf ?}^rl(5 Wsir 111. ^e hafl n» tther m«ti?« aid w« .
believea thnt this was *rh*»t the Egyptians >ls» wanted. H« had put
forwrrd Ys.ri»us sugrcstiens t» meet these requirements in the
belief that thty wouli1 also satisfy the Egyptian side and were far
the mwiuent «t a lass tr think »f alternatives. It wwld therefore
be helpful if the Egyptians c»uld ios.ke s*ne prtpasuls. Bath iidet
should seek n my out »L' the dlfl'iculty. It wauia be mast
irrespansible, when n» difference af suistance-; existed, »at ta
carry matters ta a successful canclusian. General Rabertsan said
that he appreciated a soldier's impatience at the delay (he kiastlf
had felt such impatience and CTen irritation after the last mtetimf
of the delegsti'sns) but having tscumed political respansiliility
Colonel Nasser and his calleafues had to go through with It.

3. Colonel Nasser said that he too earnestly hoped for am
agreement en- th?t the Egyptian side had dane their best to meet us
oTer technical control, the duties of the Assistant lase Coiaandor

/and duration.


